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1 Introduction

The leading paradigm in the search for realistic vacua in the string theory landscape is to
start with type-IIB Calabi-Yau orientifold models with O3/O7-planes, to stabilize complex
structure moduli by 3-form flux, and only then to deal with the classically flat Kahler
moduli space [1, 2]. Those flat directions may then be stabilized by nonperturbative effects
alone [3] or in combination with α′ corrections and loop effects [4–6]. In any case, be it as a
central ingredient or as a potentially dangerous, subleading effect, perturbative corrections
are important in string phenomenology. They affect the scalar potential and hence the
prospects of uplifting an initial AdS vacuum to de Sitter — a key step which is still under
debate.1 Clearly, loop and other perturbative effects also impact models of inflation which
use Kahler moduli [22, 23].

Motivated by this situation, we devote the present paper to the study of loop corrections
to the type-IIB Kahler moduli Kahler potential in the Calabi-Yau context [24–31]. The
present level of understanding is not satisfactory: while field-theoretic arguments allow one
to make a proposal for such corrections in the simplest Calabi-Yau settings [24, 28], explicit
string loop calculations are available only in torus orbifold geometries [25, 26]. It has been
conjectured how to generalize the latter to Calabi-Yau models [27, 28], but no derivation for
the proposed structure is available. Moreover, there is a seeming inconsistency [28] between
field-theoretic and string loop results, which we will resolve in this paper.

In our analysis, we will have the Large Volume Scenario (LVS) [4, 5] in the back of our
minds as this is a prototypical example of a model with fluxes where a better understanding
of loop and α′ corrections is crucial — see [32–44] for recent work on loop and α′ corrections
in this and related settings. However, our findings are not restricted to the LVS and should
be relevant more generally in the type-IIB context.

To explain our approach at a more technical level, let us start by stating the Berg-
Haack-Pajer (BHP) conjecture and then describe how, according to our findings, it relates
to the three basic types of loop corrections between which we will distinguish. The BHP
conjecture proposes two kinds of corrections to the Kahler potential, scaling like

δKKK
(gs) ∼

∑
a

gsTa(ti)
V

, δKW
(gs) ∼

∑
a

1
Ia(ti)V

. (1.1)

Here Ta and Ia are linear combinations of 2-cycle Kahler moduli ti, the volume is
V = κijkt

itjtk/6, and we recall that the proper Kahler variables are the complex 4-cycle
moduli, with real parts τi = ∂V/∂ti. While, as we will see momentarily, our results in part
deviate from (1.1), it is nevertheless a good starting point for organizing our discussion.

Next, we clarify the origin and fix terminology for three different kinds of loop
corrections.

First, there are genuine loop corrections which arise from integrating out the tower of
KK modes (4d perspective) or from loops of 10d or brane-localized fields propagating in the
compact space (10d perspective). Their distinguishing feature is their non-locality in the

1This discussion has recently gained momentum following [7, 8]. For some of the latest additions, see
e.g. [9–19]. An important part of the debate is the issue of scale separation [20, 21].
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higher-dimensional theory: they can not be associated with local operators in 10d or on a
brane. In this sense, they are analogous to the Casimir energy,2 which arises in geometries
with two separated surfaces but can not be encoded in a local operator on either surface or
in the space between them.

The genuine loop corrections may be thought of as coming from the interacting 4d
field theory of moduli and KK modes. In this theory, 3-vertices are suppressed by 1/M4.
Accordingly, genuine 1-loop effects correct the Kahler moduli kinetic terms as(

1 + M2
KK

M2
4

)
1
τ2∂µτ∂

µτ or, more generally,
(

1 + M2
KK

M2
4

)
Kij∂µτ

i∂µτ j . (1.2)

Here the factor M2
KK appears on dimensional grounds since, similarly to Casimir energy

calculations, no UV mass scales are involved.
It is easy to see that M2

KK/M
2
4 is a homogeneous function of degree -2 in Einstein-frame

4-cycle volumes. Equivalently, we can say that the correction appears at order α′4g2
s , such

that its scaling agrees with that of the second term of the BHP conjecture (1.1). Our
previously mentioned inconsistency is then the apparent absence of the first term in (1.1) in
the field-theoretic approach. Moreover, we will argue that the functions Ia in the Calabi-Yau
case are not necessarily linear in 2-cycles. Instead, the additional dependence on ratios of
cycles is expected. In section 2, we discuss the genuine loop corrections in detail and also
derive (1.2) using Feynman diagrams.

Second, there are local α′ corrections or, in more precise language, corrections coming
from higher-dimension local operators in 10d, on branes and O-planes, or on their intersection
loci. We use the adjective ‘local’ to distinguish them from other effects, such as genuine loop
corrections, which also induce 4d EFT operators suppressed by α′. It is important to note
that local α′ corrections may receive contributions from the high-momentum region of loop
integrals. There is in particular no clean separation between local α′ corrections which are
part of the classical action and the counterterms needed to renormalize the loops. It appears
natural to us to collect all corrections which can be associated with higher-dimension local
operators, be they fundamental or loop-induced, under the name ‘local α′ corrections’.

Local α′ corrections appear at different order in α′ since the underlying higher-dimension
operators come with different α′ suppression factors. Crucially, such local corrections at
order α′2 can explain the first term in (1.1) and thus resolve the above puzzle. Other local
α′ corrections contribute to the second term in (1.1), with or without additional gs factors.
This depends on whether the operator in question appears at the string tree level or at
higher-loop order.

An important result of our paper, for which we argue in section 3.1.1, is the general
expectation that marginal local operators (appearing at order α′4) introduce logarithmic
corrections to the Kahler potential. Examples for this would be, if existent, the R4

8
operator on a D7-brane/O7-plane and the R3

6 operator on the intersection locus between
D7-branes/O7-planes. In section 3.1, we will deal more generally with loop corrections
induced by localized objects and extend the results to multiple Kahler moduli.

2As a result, our analysis may be relevant for compactification schemes directly relying on Casimir energy,
see e.g. [45].
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Correction type Discussed
in section

Induced by
Correction to

Kahler potential
Correction to
scalar potential

Genuine loops [24] 2 and 3 — f−2 |W0|2gs × h−5

BBHL+1-loop [48, 49] 2.3 M2
10

g
3/2
s

(1 + g2
s)R4

10
(g−1/2
s + g

3/2
s )

×f−3/2

|W0|2(g−3/2
s + g

1/2
s )

×h−9/2

Non-intersecting
D7/O7 (partly) [38, 39]

3.1.1 M4
10(1 + gs)R2

8 (0 + gs)× f−1 |W0|2g3
s × h−5

Log-Correction
on D7/O7

3.1.1 R4
8

ln(M10g
1/4
s L)

×f−2

|W0|2gs ln(M10g
1/4
s L)

×h−5

Intersecting D7/O7
[38–40, 50, 51]

3.1.3 M4
10(1 + gs)R6 (0 + gs)× f−1 |W0|2g3

s × h−5

Log-Correction
on intersecting D7/O7

3.1.3 R3
6

ln(M10g
1/4
s L)

×f−2

|W0|2gs ln(M10g
1/4
s L)

×h−5

Table 1. Some of the key corrections discussed in the paper and their effect on the Kahler and
scalar potential. The functions f−λ, h−λ are homogeneous of degree −λ in 4-cycles and L is the
typical length scale of the internal manifold.

Finally, there are warping corrections or, more generally, corrections due to the classical
backreaction of the background geometry. These can not be cleanly separated from string
loop effects since, in the regime where the worldsheet is a long cylinder, the string loop
encodes the effects of light 10d fields propagating at tree-level. In our 10d EFT approach,
such corrections have to be viewed as classical rather than loop-induced.

As is well known (and reviewed in section 4) warping corrects the Kahler potential
by a series of terms 1/τn, starting at n = 1. The complete series does not affect the
scalar potential since warping respects the no-scale structure [2]. The n = 2 term matches
parametrically the second term in (1.1).

In section 6 we work out the explicit form of loop corrections for a blowup modulus (see
also [46]) and for fibred geometries. Before concluding in section 8, we devote Section 7 to
some further applications where loop corrections can be important: the parametric control
of the LVS [18, 19], the control of KKLT with many moduli and small 2- or 4-cycles [14, 15],
and the possible presence of dominant log-corrections to the Kahler potential [35–37, 43, 44].
Appendix A contains more details concerning our discussion of warping corrections in
section 4, following mainly [47].

Table 1 provides a partial list of the genuine loop and local α′ corrections considered
in this paper.3 In particular, concerning the operators on branes and their intersections, we
display only the lowest-dimension and marginal operators. It is convenient to express the
correction to the Kahler and scalar potential in terms of homogeneous functions of a certain
degree in the Kahler moduli since the detailed dependence on ratios of 4-cycle volumes is
known only in special cases. We emphasize in particular the corrections induced by an R4

8
term, potentially present on D7-branes and O7-planes, which has to our knowledge not been

3We do not include warping corrections since they do not affect the scalar potential.
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considered before. Being marginal and hence probably log-divergent, this operator induces a
correction to the scalar potential which is leading compared to the corrections following from
the BHP conjecture. It is therefore important for cosmological applications like Fibre Infla-
tion (to be discussed in section 6.2) or moduli stabilization scenarios involving loop effects.

2 Basics of loop corrections — the single modulus case

2.1 Naive power counting

Our goal is a better understanding of the role of loop corrections in type-IIB. Since exact
string loop calculations for Calabi-Yau manifolds are not feasible, we will try to develop the
parametric estimates based on dimensional analysis as suggested in [24]. We will later on
compare our findings with the exact torus-orbifold results of [25] and the corresponding
Calabi-Yau form of such corrections conjectured in [27].

Let us start from the bosonic part of the Einstein-frame type-IIB action (see e.g. [52]),

SEF = 1
2κ2

10

∫
d10x
√
−g

R10 −
∂Mτ∂

Mτ

2 (Imτ)2 −
G(3) ·G(3)

12Imτ −
F̃ 2

(5)
4 · 5!

+ SCS , (2.1)

where 2κ2
10 = (2π)7α′4, and SCS the Chern-Simons term. We compactify on a Calabi-Yau

orientifold with O3/O7 planes and local tadpole cancellation by D3/D7-branes, without
fluxes.4 The corresponding metric can be written as

ds2 = gµνdxµdxν + L(x)2g̃mndymdyn, (2.2)

with µ, ν ∈ {0, . . . , 3}, m,n ∈ {4, . . . , 9} and a Calabi-Yau metric g̃mn normalized such that
the compact space has unit volume. The physical Einstein-frame volume is hence given by
V = L6. The resulting action in 4d Jordan-Brans-Dicke frame (Jordan frame for short) reads

SJBD = 1
2κ2

10

∫
d4x
√
−gL6

[
R4 + 6(6− 1)(∂L)2

L2 + · · ·
]
, (2.3)

where we only display the Einstein-Hilbert and volume Kahler-modulus kinetic terms.
Postponing a more careful, Feynman-diagram-based derivation to section 2.2, we first

provide a simple dimensional argument for the parametric behaviour of the genuine loop
corrections to (2.3): at one loop, such corrections come from integrating out the tower of all
KK modes. The total UV divergence is absorbed in 10d in a renormalization of M4

10. The
finite piece knows only about a single dimensionful parameter, the length scale L which
governs the KK masses. Hence, on dimensional grounds, the corrections read

∆SJBD =
∫

d4x
√
−g

(
b0
L2R4 + b1

L4 (∂L)2
)
, (2.4)

4In the case of D3-branes, this is only possible in a supergravity toy model, where one can place one
fourth of a D3 on each O3-plane to cancel its tadpole. In string theory, one can at best place one D3 on
every fourth O3. This implies warping corrections, to be discussed below. In the D7/O7 case, the curvature
of the brane and O-plane induces a D3 tadpole, such that our analysis without fluxes is, once again, in most
cases only an approximation.
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where b0, b1 are O(1) numerical coefficients depending on the specific Calabi-Yau and, if
present, on complex structure moduli.5 Since we perform our analysis of loop corrections to
the Kahler potential in a pure Calabi-Yau orientifold, without fluxes, the complex structure
moduli are massless. We treat their vevs as parameters and their fluctuations as light
fields, running in the loop just like the Kahler modulus, the 4d graviton and the KK modes.
We expect flux-induced modifications of the loop corrections to the Kahler potential to
be subleading. To see this, recall that the spacing of KK towers is set by m2

KK ∼ 1/L2.
The lowest level of many of the towers is zero, making the corresponding fields moduli.
Three-form fluxes thread 3-cycles and hence scale as 1/L3. They induce an energy density
G2

3 ∼ 1/L6 which depends e.g. on the 10d metric and hence provides as mass correction for
the 10d-metric KK tower. One obtains δm2

KK ∼ 1/L6, which is clearly subleading. The
above is consistent with the well-known fact that complex structure moduli masses scales
as mcs ∼ 1/L3.

The sum of (2.3) and (2.4) can be translated to 4d Einstein frame. In addition, we trade
L for the dimensionless 4-cycle variable τ = M4

10L
4/(2π)4 = L4/(l4sgs), with ls = 2π

√
α′.

This corresponds to common conventions for measuring 4-cycle volumes in type-IIB. The
result is

(S + ∆S)EF = M2
4

2

∫
d4x
√
−g

[
R4 +

(
a2

(∂τ)2

τ2 + b2
(∂τ)2

τ4

)]
, (2.5)

with M4 the 4d Planck mass, a2 = −3/2, and b2 = (114b0 + b1)/(32π) which again depend
on complex structure moduli. To make contact with the Kahler potential, we have to
interpret (2.5) as a 4d SUSY action, with τ = ReT and T the complexified Kahler modulus.
Thus,

(L+ ∆L)EF = M2
4

(
− 3

(T + T )2∂T · ∂T + 16b2

(T + T )4∂T · ∂T
)
, (2.6)

where we can identify the prefactors as second derivatives of the Kahler potential K and its
loop correction δK. Hence δK/M2

4 = 8b2/3(T + T )2, which induces a term in the scalar
potential of order V−10/3. This matches the winding correction of the BHP conjecture [27],
but it does not capture the leading KK correction. We will resolve this issue in section 4
and 5.2.

2.2 Support by Feynman-diagram calculations

We now verify the results of [24] reviewed in section 2.1 using a more explicit Feynman
diagram argument. We follow the literature on ‘extra dimensions’ [55–57], where Kaluza-
Klein (KK) expansions are performed in simple geometries, as well as more general and
recent studies [58–62]. Of course, we can not be fully explicit in our Calabi-Yau situation.

We start by expanding the metric as gMN = g
(0)
MN + κ10hMN . Here g(0)

MN denotes the
background metric (2.2), but with L(x) replaced by a constant which, by slight abuse of

5These coefficients can be large if the number of light fields, including in particular complex structure
moduli, is large [53]. It has been suggested in [53] to use such large loop corrections to uplift from AdS to
de Sitter. We consider it safer to include the loop effects as corrections to the Kahler potential, and then to
study the minima of the resulting supergravity scalar potential. The validity of such an approach, even
concerning loops with fields below the SUSY breaking scale, has recently been emphasized in [54].
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notation, we call L. In other words, we write L(x) = L+ δL(x) in (2.2), treating the volume
modulus δL(x) as part of the metric fluctuation hMN . In order to obtain a 4d action from
which Feynman diagrams can be read off, we KK expand all fields in terms of eigenfunctions
of their corresponding Laplace operator6 on the Calabi-Yau. In the following we will focus
on the 4d graviton and its massive spin-2 modes as an example but similar terms can be
written down for all bulk fields in (2.1) and their KK modes. We first diagonalize the action,
eliminating the mixing of graviton modes with scalars and vectors arising from the 10d
metric. Focusing on the spin-2 part, the action then reads [55, 58–62]

S =
∫

d4x

[∑
a

(
1
2h
∗µν,a

(
�+m2

a

)
haµν −

1
2h
∗µ,a

µ

(
�+m2

a

)
hν,aν

+ h∗µν,a∂µ∂νh
λ,a
λ − h

∗µν,a∂µ∂λh
λ,a
ν + c.c.+ . . .

)

+ 1
M4

∑
a1,a2,a3

V3
[
ha1
µν , h

a2
ρσ, h

a3
λα

]
+ 1
M2

4
V4[. . .] + . . .

]
,

(2.7)

where haµν are the 4d graviton modes with a labeling the eigenfunctions ψa of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator with eigenvalues m2

a. In order to obtain (2.7), one has to use the
relation

hµν =
∑
a 6=0

haµνψa + 1
L3h

0
µν (2.8)

between the 4d part of the 10d graviton hµν , the 4d graviton h0
µν , and its massive KK

modes haµν [58]. To understand the mass dimensions of our fields, recall that our background
metric g(0)

MN and its correction κ10hMN are dimensionless. Hence [hMN ] = −[κ10] = 4.
Correspondingly, the l.h.s. of (2.8) has mass dimension 4, [ψa] = [1/L3] = 3, and the fields
haµν and h0

µν have the canonical mass dimension one of 4d bosonic fields. This is consistent
with (2.7).

The functionals V3 and V4 are sums of cubic and quartic terms in the haµν . Each
term contains two derivatives. When deducing Feynman rules, V3 and V4 will give 3- and
4-vertices. We have for brevity suppressed the arguments of V4 — they coincide with those
of V3. The ellipsis at the very end of (2.7) stands for higher vertices as well as for analogous
quadratic and higher-order action pieces involving all other modes of the KK-expansion —
both from the 10d metric and other bulk fields. One can convince oneself that if all those
4d fields are canonically normalized, then the suppression by 1/M4 is a universal feature of
all 3-vertices. This is a key observation: it implies that all 3-vertex-based loop corrections
to the massless 4d graviton or volume modulus propagator (see l.h.s. of figure 1) have the
same parametric behavior. This holds independently of the kind of field running in the loop.
Other 1-loop contributions come from tadpole diagrams involving a 4-vertex (see r.h.s. of
figure 1). The 4-vertices are universally suppressed by 1/M2

4 , such that all tadpole diagrams
have the same parametric behavior as the loops built with two 3-vertices.

6By this we mean the Laplace-Beltrami operator for scalar fields, the Laplace-de-Rham operator for
p-forms and the Laplace-Lichnerowicz operator for the graviton (in general for symmetric tensors).
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h0
µν ,δL

χa

χa

h0
ρσ,δL1

M4

1
M4

h0
µν ,δL

χa

h0
ρσ,δL

1
M2

4

Figure 1. Self-energy diagrams correcting the propagator of the massless 4d graviton and the
volume modulus. The 3-vertex is suppressed by 1/M4 and the 4-vertex by 1/M2

4 . The field χa

symbolizes all fields with their KK towers, including the massless moduli and ghost fields.

Using the KK action of (2.7) and the diagrams in figure 1, one can in principle explicitly
compute the 1-loop correction to the propagators of the massless 4d graviton h0

µν and the
volume modulus. Let us first focus on the graviton correction. It can be interpreted as a
correction δR4 to the Ricci scalar term in the Einstein-frame action:

(S + ∆S)E = M2
4

2

∫
d4x
√
−g (1 + δR4)R4 + · · · . (2.9)

In dimensional regularization, the loop contribution takes the form

δεR4 = d
dp2

∣∣∣∣
p2=0

κ2
4µ

ε
∑
a

∫
d4−εq

f4 (p, q,ma)
(q2 +m2

a) ((p− q)2 +m2
a)
, (2.10)

where f4 (p, q,ma) is of mass dimension 4. For the 3-vertex contribution, this follows from
the fact that each 3-vertex comes with two derivatives. For the 4-vertex contribution, one
has two derivatives from the vertex and a term cancelling the (p − q)2-expression in the
denominator. The sum over KK modes gives (2.10) a maximal degree of divergence which
is as strong as in 10d, i.e. octic in cut-off language. The final 4d correction is obtained as

δR4 = lim
ε→0

(
δεR4 + δε, c.t.R4

)
, (2.11)

i.e. after adding the counterterm contribution and taking ε to zero. To be specific, we use
minimal subtraction, such that δε, c.t.R4

= const./ε.
If the integral in (2.10) were finite, and hence no counterterm were needed, then on

dimensional grounds one would find

δR4 = O(1)
L2M2

4
. (2.12)

This follows because m2
a = fa/L

2, with fa dimensionless numbers encoding the Calabi-Yau
geometry. Then, the loop correction in Einstein frame takes the form

(S + ∆S)E = M2
4

2

∫
d4x
√
−g (1 + δR4)R4 = M2

4
2

∫
d4x
√
−g

(
1 + O(1)

L2M2
4

)
R4 , (2.13)

in agreement with the first term in (2.4).
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Let us now discuss the precise form of (2.11). Note that a non-zero counterterm δε, c.t.R4

comes with a pole in (2.10) and the latter is necessarily accompanied by a factor (µL)ε. In
the limit ε→ 0, a finite term ∼ ln(µL) is left. If we take our theory to be defined at the
string scale, we may set µ = Ms = M10g

1/4
s and the resulting logarithm would represent a

significant enhancement of the O(1) coefficient in (2.12).
In the following we will argue that such terms do not occur. The reason is that

δε, c.t.R4
vanishes. To understand this, note that compactifying of a theory on a smooth

manifold represents an IR modification and does not affect the UV structure. Hence all 4d
counterterms derive from 10d counterterms. It is clear that a counterterm proportional to
R10 in 10d will induce a counterterm proportional to R4 after compactification. However,
this is not the only option. For instance, if the 10d action contains a term of the form7

R5
10, one way of compactifying this term is schematically as Rexternal

∫
M6

d6yR4
internal. A

10d counterterm ∼ R5
10, which is completely unrelated to the 10d propagator of hMN , can

hence induce a 4d counterterm relevant for the propagator of hµν and thereby signal a
logarithmic enhancement of δR4 .

To study 4d counterterms we then require some information about higher-order terms
in the 10d action. It is known that there are no terms of order R2

10, R3
10 [63], or R5

10 [64] in
the IIB supergravity action.

First let us consider the 1-loop correction to R10. By analogy to (2.10), it takes the form

δεR10 = d
dp2

∣∣∣∣
p2=0

κ2
10µ

ε
∫

d10−εq
f10(p, q)
q2(p− q)2 , (2.14)

where f10 is again a function of mass dimension 4. The dominant divergence, taking into
account the p2 derivative, is octic. Nevertheless, one could in principle imagine a sub-leading
logarithmic divergence and hence a pole being present.8 However, here this can be excluded
on dimensional grounds since no dimensionful parameters like a mass appear and p2 is set
to zero. Thus, δεR10

vanishes.
This argument can be repeated word by word for the R4

10 term: the dominant 1-loop
divergence for its coefficient is quadratic and, since no mass scale is available, there is no sub-
leading logarithmic divergence. Hence there is no pole and no non-zero counterterm arises.

Let us make a side remark concerning specifically the R4
10 term (but also relevant more

generally): this higher-order term contributes a 4-vertex and can hence also correct the
propagator via a diagram of the form figure 1(b). The loop diagram with this R4

10 vertex is,
however, suppressed by a factor M6

10 compared to the analogous loop with a 4-vertex from
R10. We may hence neglect it.

Note that if the ten-dimensional action would have included a term of order R5
10, such

a term could have produced a pole in 10d since it is a marginal operator. This could in
7We denote by Rn

10 any nth power term in the Riemann tensor with all indices contracted.
8As a simple example where subleading logarithmic corrections occur, consider the 1-loop correction to

the Higgs mass:

∼ λ

2

∫
d4p

(2π)4
1

p2 +m2 = − λm
2

32π2

(
Λ2

m2 − ln Λ2

m2

)
+O(Λ0) .

In 4− ε dimensions, one would find a pole proportional to m2.
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turn have produced a logarithmic term for the four-dimensional propagator.9 The absence
of such a term in ten dimensions combined with the absence of counterterms in 1-loop
diagrams constructed from R10 and R4

10 ensures that there are no counterterms in ten
dimensions that could induce a logarithmic term in four dimensions.

As (2.4) suggests, there are also direct corrections to the volume modulus kinetic term
coming from the loop diagrams in figure 1, with the external legs belonging to the modulus.
If the modulus is canonically normalized, the 3- and 4-vertices are again suppressed by
1/M4 and 1/M2

4 . This leads to the same form of loop integrals as for R4. After returning
to the non-canonical field L, one finds

M2
4

∫
d4x

O(1)
L2M2

4

(∂L)2

L2 , (2.15)

consistently with the correction proportional to b1 in (2.4).
In summary, the vertices all scale the same way, regardless of the fields correcting the

propagator: 3-vertices are suppressed by 1/M4 and 4-vertices by 1/M2
4 . This results in the

universal form of the 1-loop correction proposed in (2.5) and [24]. The leading correction
to the Kahler potential stemming from genuine loop corrections is therefore proportional to
1/τ2, with τ the 4-cycle volume. The absence of a logarithmic enhancement is a non-trivial
consequence of the divergence structure of the 10d effective supergravity theory.

2.3 Local α′ corrections from the bulk theory

Our field-theoretic loop analysis of the last subsection required the discussion of 10d higher-
curvature terms, which are needed to absorb UV divergences. Specifically, the absence of
an R5

10 term prevented the appearance of a logarithmic correction in 4d. In this context, it
may be useful to provide a short, more general discussion of such higher-curvature terms
and the resulting corrections to the Kahler potential (the local α′ corrections). Our line of
reasoning will be directly applicable to similar higher-curvature terms localized on branes,
O-planes and their intersections, where the implications are less well-established and hence
more interesting. From now on we will explicitly keep track of gs. In a purely low-energy
EFT perspective, it can be understood as gs ∼ Λ4/M4

10, where Λ = Ms is the EFT cutoff.
We focus on the purely gravitational (higher) curvature part of the type-IIB action in

the Einstein frame. Suppressing numerical prefactors for brevity, it reads [48]

SEF ∼
∫

d10x
√
−g

[
M8

10R10 + M2
10

g
3/2
s

R4
10 +M2

10g
1/2
s R4

10 +O
(
M−2

10 g
−5/2
s R6

10

)]
. (2.16)

The first two terms appear at string tree-level: the Einstein-Hilbert term and the R4
10

correction. The third term arises at string-theoretic 1-loop order [48] and hence comes with
a relative g2

s suppression. In our field-theoretic approach, its size is set by the quadratic
divergence of the R4

10 term, such that its coefficient can also be understood as Λ2. In other
words, part of this term may be identified as a counterterm of the EFT analysis. Note
that the Einstein-Hilbert term does not receive a string-theoretic 1-loop correction [52].

9This happens for example in four-dimensional higher derivative gravity with a marginal R2 term [65].
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We will not discuss corrections at order R6
10 since their effects on the Kahler potential are

subleading compared to genuine loop effects.
Independently of the genuine loop effects, higher-curvature terms affect the 4d Einstein-

Hilbert term obtained after compactification. Specifically, dimensionally reducing the R4
10

term as(
M2

10

g
3/2
s

+M2
10g

1/2
s

)
Rexternal

∫
d6xR3

internal ∼
(
M2

10

g
3/2
s

+M2
10g

1/2
s

)
Rexternal (2.17)

reproduces the well known string tree-level BBHL correction [48, 49] and its 1-loop counter-
part [48]. Comparing to the tree-level term M8

10L
6Rexternal, we see that their relative size is

1/(M6
10L

6g
3/2
s ) and g1/2

s /(M6
10L

6) respectively. This is also the scaling of the corresponding
corrections to the Kahler potential, which arise after Weyl rescaling to 4d Einstein frame.

3 Extending and generalizing the basic analysis

3.1 D-brane and O-plane corrections

We still need to consider additional corrections due to extended objects filling the four
external spacetime dimensions. We will focus on D3/D7-branes and O3/O7-planes as they
are relevant to phenomenological compactifications such as the LVS, but the same logic
applies to other extended objects, like for example even dimensional D-branes/O-planes of
type IIA. To study corrections induced by D-branes, we follow the procedure of section 2.2.
However, the KK tower of 10d type-IIB bulk fields is now replaced by the analogous tower
resulting from the compactification of the worldvolume theory on the brane. For O-planes
no such additional tower exists, but the bulk-field KK tower and hence the corresponding
loop correction is modified by the orientifold projection. Both for D-branes and O-planes
new operators localized on the brane, on intersection cycles, or at the singularity potentially
come into play.

Our Dp-branes/Op-planes wrap p−3 cycles in the internal dimensions. For the moment,
we assume our compact geometry to be governed by a single length scale L. This is then
also the typical length scale of these p − 3 cycles. Further down in this section we will
also comment on generalizations to cases with multiple Kahler moduli. Scenarios with
hierarchically different cycles will be considered in sections 6.1 and 6.2.

3.1.1 D-branes

The fields of the gauge multiplet living on the brane couple to the graviton and its moduli.
Hence, these fields run in loops, such as in figure 1. It is easy to see that, as long as L remains
the only relevant length scale, the couplings to graviton and moduli still come with factors
1/M4. More precisely, 3-vertices and 4-vertices are again universally suppressed by 1/M4
and 1/M2

4 , respectively. Therefore, the new genuine loop corrections are parametrically the
same as those computed in section 2.2.

In addition, we should consider Rnp+1 terms on the brane. In analogy to our previous
discussion of Rn10 terms, brane localised higher-curvature terms can, after dimensional
reduction, impact the coefficient of R4. Again, two distinct effects arise.
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First, if the Rnp+1 term is marginal, its coefficient at one-loop order can contain a
1/ε counterterm. This means that the one-loop correction from the brane KK-tower can
contain a corresponding 1/ε pole. Hence, a logarithm ln(M10g

1/4
s L) can appear in the

loop correction to the coefficient of R4. In terms of our classification proposed in the
Introduction, this effect is on the boundary between a localized α′ correction and a genuine
loop correction. For definiteness, we will count it as part of localized α′ corrections. This
appears sensible since a logarithmic integral over momentum scales µ in the range between
1/L and Λ = M10g

1/4
s is dominated by scales which satisfy µ� 1/L. The effect is hence

localized in the sense of not being sensitive to the non-trivial CY geometry with typical
length scale L.

Second, if the Rnp+1 operator is relevant, the coefficient includes possible power-like
divergences, cut off at the string scale (see section 2.3). From the perspective of a loop
calculation, such operators generically supply counterterms, which however happen to
vanish in dimensional regularization. Thus, for us only the classical part of the coefficient is
relevant, providing a localized α′ correction.

We will only consider Rnp+1 terms up to and including n = (p+ 1)/2, which corresponds
to the operator being marginal. Irrelevant operators will not contribute at the same order
in 1/L as the loop effects we are interested in.

The worldvolume action of a p-brane contains two types of curvature corrections.
Firstly, there are curvature corrections to the DBI action [66]. For further work, including
curvature-gauge-field terms, see e.g. [67–72]. The curvature corrections start at order R2

p+1.
Higher order terms in Rp+1 have to our knowledge not been computed, but we expect that
such terms exist. We will hence include them in our discussion, with the caveat that some of
them may turn out to be forbidden. Suppressing again numerical prefactors, the curvature
corrections to the DBI action then take the form10

SDBI ⊃
∫

dp+1x
[
Mp−3

10 g(p−7)/4
s (1 + gs)R2

p+1 +Mp−5
10 g(p−9)/4

s (1 + gs)R3
p+1 + . . .

]
. (3.1)

This equation is written in Einstein frame in the sense that the varying part of the dilaton
is absorbed into the metric. The gs scaling follows from the substitution Ms = Λ = M10g

1/4
s .

For each of the operators in (3.1), the second, gs-suppressed term in the round bracket can
be interpreted as coming from a power-like divergence cut off at the string scale.

In addition, there are topological curvature terms in the Wess-Zumino (WZ) action.
Their form is known, see e.g. [66, 75]. These terms consist of couplings between the bulk
Ramond-Ramond fields and even powers of the curvature two-form. Since our analysis is
focused on backgrounds without fluxes, we will not consider these terms here. However,
even in the absence of background fluxes, D3/O3 loci source F5 while D7/O7 loci source F9
(and possibly an induced F5 field strength). For D7/O7, the induced F9 RR-field strength
can be set to zero by cancelling the D7 tadpole locally. For D3/O3, local D3 tadpole
cancellation can not be achieved.

The resulting F5 field strength is a source for warping to be discussed in section 4. In
fact, it is well known since [2] that the leading-order F5 background is fixed together with

10In our understanding, it is expected [66, 73, 74] that there is no R3 term but the R4 term is present.
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the warp factor. As soon as higher-order corrections like, for example, higher-order terms
in the WZ action are included, F5 effects may become relevant independently of warping,
but this would correspond to a superposition of classical backreaction and higher-order
α′ effects. Hence, this goes beyond the goals of the present paper, where we limit our
discussion to each effect separately.

Consider first the impact of counterterms from marginal operators in (3.1) that signal
the possibility of a logarithmic term in the R4 coefficient.

For the D3-branes, the leading R2
4 term is marginal. There is then potentially a

1/ε counterterm and hence a logarithmic enhancement. However, this cannot possibly
impact the R4 term as the D3-brane is pointlike in the internal dimensions and there is no
dimensional reduction to be done that could turn the R2

4 term into an R4 term. Moreover,
similarly to our discussion in the case of R4

10 in the bulk, a contribution of R2
4 via the

induced vertex will be subleading.
Concerning the D7-branes, a possible R4

8 term would be a marginal operator. This
may give rise to a 1/ε counterterm, leading to a logarithmic enhancement of the form
ln(M10g

1/4
s L) in the coefficient of R4. We note that the logic here is exactly the same as

for a potential R5
10 bulk term in section 2.2, which is however known to be absent. The

expected appearance of a logarithmic term, related to D7-branes, in our analysis of loop
corrections is extremely interesting: if present, it would be dominant compared to genuine
loop effects. Moreover, it is conceivable that the numerical coefficient of this logarithm
is calculable since it is a universal feature of the UV structure of the 10d theory with
D7-branes in flat space.

In the context of logarithmic corrections, let us comment on the log effect at order α′3

analysed in [35], which may also be used for the construction of novel (A)dS vacua. The
relevant correction arises in torus orbifolds from the combination of two effects: first, there
is the R4 term in the bulk (the third term in (2.16)), which is localized at the points of
high curvature.11 Second, there is a backreaction on the R4 term sourced, in this case, by a
D7-brane. The logarithm comes from the codimension-2 behaviour of the relevant Greens
function. Crucially, this backreaction is claimed not to involve a further α′ suppression,
possibly related to the assumption that D7-tadpoles are not cancelled locally, i.e. O7/D7
branes do not come in SO(8) stacks. We note that the log term of [35] appears at the order
α′3, while our previously discussed logarithm arises at the order of genuine 1-loop effects,
i.e. α′4. The correction of [35] can be understood as a combination of a local α′ correction,
the R4 part, and a warping effect, the backreaction of the D7 brane on the geometry where
the curvature is localized. We will discuss warping in detail in sections 4 and 5.2. A similar
correction, based on the interplay of warping and higher-curvature terms, has been recently
discussed in [18, 19]. There, the warping does not come from D7-branes and the effect
arises at higher order in α′. In the present paper, we do not consider corrections which need
warping and higher-curvature terms at the same time. Clearly, such formally higher-order
effects can nevertheless be important and should be systematically studied in the future.

11We note in passing that this localization as well as the absence of a corresponding tree-level term is a
special feature of torus orbifold models.
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Consider now the local α′ corrections of branes to the R4 coupling.
D3-branes are pointlike in the internal dimensions, so no dimensional reduction has to

be done. There is then no way for the leading R2
4 term in (3.1) or any higher term Rn4 to

contribute to the coefficient of R4 in the 4d EFT.
D7-branes wrap 4-cycles with typical length scale L. Thus, Rn8 terms contribute as

M8−2n
10 g(2−n)/2

s (1 + gs)Rexternal

∫
4−cycle

d4y Rn−1
internal

∼M8−2n
10 g(2−n)/2

s (1 + gs)L4−2(n−1)Rexternal ,

(3.2)

with the leading term arising for n = 2. The effects of such an R2
8 term have been studied

in [36, 38–40, 76]. The M4
10R

2 term induces a field redefinition and does not correct the
Kahler potential [38–40]. However, as displayed in (3.2), a subleading term M4

10gsR
2 may

in general be present and induce a correction to the Kahler potential. Its presence has to
our knowledge not yet been confirmed by string amplitude calculations. Such a term would
contribute at order M4

10L
2gs to R4. This would lead to a correction proportional to gs and

of degree −1 in 4-cycles to the Kahler potential, which is dominant compared to BBHL [49].
We note that this matches the KK correction of the BHP conjecture. At the level of the
scalar potential, this correction will be subleading compared to BBHL but of the order of
genuine loop corrections due to the extended no-scale structure [24, 27, 28].

If an R3
8 term in (3.1) should exist, it would via (3.2) contribute at the order of

BBHL [48, 49]. Since it is not subject to an extended no-scale cancellation, this is dominant
compared to loop effects on the level of the scalar potential. Even though we have so far
not discussed the case of multiple Kahler moduli, let us briefly note that an R3

8 would be
particularly interesting in this context. Dimensionally reducing the term as above gives

M2
10

g
1/2
s

∫
d8xR3

8 ∼
M2

10

g
1/2
s

∫
d4yR2

internal

∫
d4xR4 ∼

M2
10

g
1/2
s

f(τ1, . . . , τn)
∫

d4xR4 , (3.3)

where n labels the Kahler moduli τi and f(τ1, . . . , τn) is a homogeneous function of degree
0. Crucially, it is possible that f is not just a constant but depends non-trivially on the
ratios of 4-cycles. It could hence be the dominant effect lifting the flat directions associated
with ‘large’ 4-cycle ratios, as it is typically required in the LVS.

Finally, the dimensional reduction of an R4
8 term in (3.2) would result in a correction

comparable to one-loop effects, but without logarithmic enhancement.

3.1.2 O-planes

In contrast to D-branes, O-planes do not come with new fields propagating on their
world-volume. Thus, no new contributions to the diagrams of figure 1 arise.

The curvature terms of the type of (3.1) also exists for O-planes. At the order α′2,
where the corrections are known, the R2 curvature term on the O-plane is 2p−5 times that
on the D-brane. Crucially, D-brane and O-plane curvature correction have the same sign,
so they do not cancel against each other. The dimensional reduction of curvature terms on
the O-plane worldvolume action then proceeds entirely analogously to the D-brane case.
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O-planes have two further effects that are not present for D-branes. First, the orientifold
projection removes part of the KK modes. Thus, the KK spectrum relevant for the 4d
action (2.7) is modified. The parametric form of the resulting loop correction remains,
however, unchanged. Note also that local 10d physics away from the orientifold plane is not
affected by the projection, such that the analysis of 10d divergences and counterterms goes
through as before.

Second, the orientifolding changes the geometry of the compact space in a UV sensitive
manner. Put differently, the O-plane hypersurface represents a singularity within the
surrounding, weakly curved 10d geometry. Thus, our logic in section 2.2, which assumed
that the UV structure and in particular the counterterms are those of the flat 10d theory,
does not apply any more. Instead, the loop calculation involving the orientifold-projected KK
spectrum may require counterterms localized at the O-plane. These are the same operators
that we discussed above as possible curvature corrections on O-planes and D-branes. Thus,
no entirely new effects arise and our previous discussion of loop corrections from the bulk
and from D-branes, including the possible log-enhancements, remains valid. Crucially, after
an orientifold projection introducing O7-planes a second source for log-enhancements which
we discussed in the D7-brane context appears: it is due to the projected spectrum of bulk
modes, which may induce a log-divergent R4

8 term on the O7-plane.

3.1.3 Intersecting D-branes and O-planes

Finally, let us discuss setups where D-branes/O-planes intersect. We focus again on type-IIB
orientifolds with D3/D7-branes and O3/O7-planes. In this setting, only D7/O7 intersections
are relevant, filling out curves in the internal space. We assume that their 2d geometry is
governed by a single length scale L. In total, the intersection manifold is 6-dimensional and
potentially supports new operators. We focus on curvature effects, neglecting fluxes and
couplings of the branes to higher form fields.

Fields living on the intersection couple to the graviton and its moduli, hence inducing
loop correction as in figure 1. The 3- and 4-vertices are again universally suppressed by
1/M4 and 1/M2

4 , respectively. This leads to the same parametric behavior of genuine loop
corrections as observed before.

As usual, UV divergences of loop corrections are absorbed in local operators, the most
interesting being the marginal operator R3. If this operator is allowed and the corresponding
divergence arises, a logarithmic enhancement in the coefficient of R4 is induced.

Of the other local curvature operators, the most import one is the Einstein-Hilbert
term:

Sint,EH ∼M4
10(1 + gs)

∫
d6xR6 . (3.4)

Here we have displayed both the tree level and the string-one-loop contribution. The
tree level term does not lead to a correction of the Kahler potential but only to a field
redefinition [38–40]. This is supported by scattering analyses in type IIA on intersecting D6-
branes/O6-planes12 [50] and in type IIB with D9/D5-branes [51]. They show that an Einstein-
Hilbert term on brane intersections can only be induced at 1-loop level, corresponding to

12It would very interesting to study the effect of this term in the context of DGKT [77].
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the gs-suppressed term in (3.4). References [50, 51] discuss the contribution of this term to
R4, which is of order M4

10L
2gs:

Sint,EH ∼M4
10gs

∫
d6xR6 ∼M4

10gsL
2
∫

d4xR4 . (3.5)

This matches the EFT analysis of [40]. In this analysis, one starts from the string-frame
R2

8 operator on D7/O7. Taking into account the Weyl rescaling to the 10d Einstein frame
together with the varying dilaton near D7-branes, one of the Ricci scalars may be replaced
by dilaton gradients. One is then left with an integral over the remaining Ricci scalar which
is effectively localized on the D7/O7 intersection. This localization is due to the non-trivial
dilaton profile which one brane induces in the vicinity of the intersecting brane. The net
effect is an R6 operator on the brane intersection, to be viewed as a local α′ correction.
The resulting correction to the Kahler potential is proportional to gs and of degree −1 in
4-cycles and its effect on the scalar potential is subject to the extended no-scale structure.
Not much is known about higher order operators on the intersection cycle such as R2

6 and
R3

6. A comment on this issue can be found in [42]. If terms of the form R2
6 and R3

6 on the
intersection locus exist, they would induce correction with the volume-scaling of BBHL
(but suppressed in gs) and of genuine loops effects respectively.

Let us briefly comment on the possible R2
6 term in more detail. Using the metric

ansatz (2.2), the R2
6 term contributes to the 4d Einstein-Hilbert term through the following

dimensional reduction:

M2
10

g
1/2
s

∫
d6xR2

6 ∼
M2

10

g
1/2
s

∫
d2y Rinternal

∫
d4xR4 ∼

M2
10

g
1/2
s

χ(S)
∫

d4xR4 . (3.6)

Here χ(S) is the Euler characteristic of the intersection surface S. Comparing this with the
tree-level term M8

10L
6R4, we see that the relative, parametric suppression of the correction

from an R2
6 term on a 7-brane intersection locus is 1/(L6M6

10g
1/2
s ) ∼ gs(l6s/L6). This is

down by a factor gs compared to BBHL.

3.1.4 Summary

In this section we have studied brane-induced corrections to the four-dimensional Kahler
potential. Our goal was to demonstrate that branes do not spoil the analysis of sections 2.1
and 2.2. We have seen that, indeed, brane effects do not alter the power of the volume with
which genuine loop corrections scale. However, in the presence of D7-branes/O7-planes,
log-enhanced terms may arise. They are expected to be dominant since M10g

1/4
s L � 1

and hence, though to lesser extent, also ln(M10g
1/4
s L)� 1. The log-enhanced contribution

then wins against the O(1) numerical coefficient b0 in (2.4). This correction would then
be decisive for all moduli stabilization schemes relying on loop corrections. The marginal
operators potentially responsible for this effect are of type R4

8 for 7-branes and of type R3
6

for their intersections. It would therefore be very important to know whether these terms
are really present and to determine their coefficients.

In setups with intersecting D7-branes and/or O7-planes, it has been shown that an
Einstein-Hilbert term localized on the intersection curve is induced at 1-loop level. Local
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α′ corrections coming from this operator then lead to corrections to the Kahler potential
proportional to gs and of degree −1 in 4-cycles. This is fundamentally different from the
genuine loop corrections of degree −2 in 4-cycles. Terms of degree −1 in 4-cycles can also
be obtained from an M2

10gsR
2
8 operator on a D7/O7.

In cases with multiple Kahler moduli the corrections considered in this section can be
even more interesting since ratios of 4-cycles can potentially appear. These ratios can be
large given a hierarchical structure in the Kahler moduli. An explicit example where large
ratios appear is discussed in section 6.2.3.

We emphasize once again that for some of the corrections discussed it is not yet clear
whether the required term really appears in the DBI action and whether its dimensional
reduction works as displayed schematically in (3.2). Moreover, one needs to understand
whether the resulting effect can be absorbed in a field redefiniton.13

3.2 Multiple Kahler moduli

Most Calabi-Yau manifolds have more than a single Kahler modulus. Moreover, the LVS
requires at least two Kahler moduli. It is therefore crucial to extend the analysis above to
Calabi-Yaus with multiple Kahler moduli. This is the goal of the present subsection. The
fundamental result is the same as in the single-modulus case: the genuine loop correction
to the Kahler potential is a homogeneous function of degree −2 in 4-cycle volumes. A
logarithmic enhancement is again possible. Readers who are prepared to accept these facts
may skip to section 4.

To demonstrate our claims, let us first recall some basics concerning the Kahler moduli
sector of type-IIB orientifolds with D3/D7-branes. The tree-level Kahler potential K and
volume V of the internal manifoldM6 read

K = −2 ln(V), V = 1
3!

∫
M6

J ∧ J ∧ J = 1
3!Kijkt

itjtk , (3.7)

with J the Kahler form and Kijk the triple intersection numbers. The two-cycle Kahler
moduli ti are related to four-cycle Kahler moduli τi as

τi = ∂V
∂ti

= 1
2Kijkt

jtk . (3.8)

The τi (ti) measure the Einstein frame 4-cycle (2-cycle) volume in units of ls = 2π
√
α′. The

Kahler potential K has to be interpreted as a function of the complexified 4-cycle moduli
Ti. This is achieved by expressing the ti through the τi and the latter as τi = (Ti + T ı)/2.

To argue for the parametric form of loop corrections, we introduce dimensionful Kahler
moduli as follows:

t̃i = ti

M2
10
, τ̃i = τi

M4
10
, Ṽ = V

M6
10
. (3.9)

The dimensionful quantities are characterized by a tilde.
13By this we mean that the Kahler manifold as an abstract mathematical object remains unchanged, only

the coordinates are modified. In other words, a given point on this manifold might change its interpretation
in terms of the volumes of some set of 4-cycles, measured in string units. This implies that, from the
perspective of the 4d supergravity model, there is no change (as long as the above 4-cycles do not enter the
model in some other way, e.g. through the non-perturbative superpotential). An observer having access to
the ‘microscopic information’ of 4-cycle volumes in string units could discover the correction.
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Let us start from the 10D IIB action (2.1) and the metric ansatz (2.2) (but now with
multiple Kahler moduli) and dimensionally reduce to four dimensions. This yields the
four-dimensional Jordan frame action. At tree level we have14

SJBD = 1
2κ2

10

∫
d4x
√
−gṼ

[
R4 + F̃ij∂µτ̃

i∂µτ̃ j + · · ·
]
. (3.10)

Here we display only the Einstein-Hilbert term and kinetic terms of the dimensionful 4-cycle
moduli τ̃ i, with F̃ij denoting their prefactors.15 One-loop corrections come from integrating
out the tower of KK modes and from the fluctuations of the moduli themselves. Exactly
as in the single-modulus analysis of section 2.1, the UV-scale M10 can not appear in the
result, except through divergences associated with higher-dimension operators in 10d or on
branes (cf. sections 2.2 and 3.1). Thus, on dimensional grounds one expects

∆SJBD =
∫

d4x
√
−g

(
ã({τ̃k})R4 + b̃ij({τ̃k})∂µτ̃ i∂µτ̃ j

)
, (3.11)

where ã({τ̃k}) is a homogeneous function of degree −1/2 in the τ̃k (mass dimension 2) and
b̃ij({τ̃k}) is of degree −5/2 (mass dimension 10).

We now trade all dimensionful quantities for dimensionless ones as it was done in
section 2.1 and convert (3.11) to 4d Einstein frame. We can then read off the Kahler metric
and its correction:16

(S + ∆S)E =
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
M2

4
2 R4 +

(
Kij

4 + fij({τk})
)
∂µτ

i∂µτ j
]
. (3.12)

Here fij({τk}) is derived from ã({τ̃k}) and b̃ij({τ̃k}) as in section 2.1. The functions fij({τk})
are homogeneous of degree −4 in the τk. Further, Kij is of degree −2 and so (3.12) shows
explicitly that every loop correction is necessarily suppressed by a factor of degree −2 in
4-cycle volumes relative to the leading term. Our simple dimensional analysis is in general
insufficient to provide information about the dependence of fij({τk}) on individual 4-cycle
volumes. However, we will be able to make progress in specific examples in sections 6.1
and 6.2.

The whole argument goes through the same way using the Feynman diagram approach
of section 2.2. After canonically normalizing the moduli fields, each 3-vertex (4-vertex)
will again be suppressed by 1/M4 (1/M2

4 ). Moreover, the argument for a possibly log-
enhanced correction induced by an R4

8 term on the D7-brane is still valid. The logarithmic
enhancement appears in the coefficient of R4 and will therefore after Weyl rescaling appear
in the coefficients of all kinetic terms of the moduli. This will in turn lead to log-enhanced
corrections to the Kahler potential.

14From here on we change our index conventions slightly: we use the 4-cycle-moduli as coordinates on the
moduli space, hence giving them upper indices.

15After Weyl rescaling to the Einstein frame, these prefactors take the form of second derivatives of
the tree-level Kahler potential (see e.g. [78] for the corresponding 2-cycle calculation and [49, 79] for the
transition to 4-cycles).

16Note that derivatives of K with respect to τ i or T i differ only by a factor of 2. In the following, we will
use the notation ∂2K/(∂τ i∂τ j) ≡ Kij and hence Ki = Kij/4.
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4 Warping corrections

In this section we discuss how warping of the type-IIB orientifold geometry [2] affects the
4d moduli action. In our 10d EFT approach below the string scale, warping corrections
are simply classical backreaction effects, arising because branes and fluxes deform the CY
geometry. In this sense, they are distinct from the loop corrections which are our main
subject. However, concerning specifically the Kahler moduli Kahler potential, warping
corrections take the form of a series of terms suppressed 1/τ , 1/τ2 etc., where τ is a generic
4-cycle variable. This is similar to loop effects, so it is natural to include some discussion of
warping in our analysis.

From a stringy perspective, the warping induced by a D-brane can be understood at
leading order as a disk diagram with the boundary on the brane. More precisely, the warping
far away from the brane corresponds to the regime where this disc is deformed into a long,
thin cylinder, ending on the brane on one side and being capped-off by a half-sphere on the
other side. Inserting, for example, two 4d graviton vertex operators in the half-sphere region
gives the warping correction to the 4d Einstein-Hilbert term. An analogous discussion
applies to the warping induced by an O-plane. The only difference is that the long, thin
cylinder now ends in a cross-cap on one side and in a half-sphere on the other side.

The proposed association between the disk diagram and warping may at first sight
appear unnatural since warping is a gravitational effect, generally associated with closed
strings. However, our claim that disk diagrams on D-branes describe the leading warping
effect becomes more apparent if one considers as an example a stack of D3-branes in 10d flat
space in the holographic limit of [80]. In the holographic limit, the open-string dynamics on
the brane clearly corresponds to the closed-string or supergravity dynamics in the AdS5×S5

background. This AdS5 × S5 geometry appears precisely due to the warping of the 10d flat
space induced by the brane stack, consistently with our discussion above.

One way to get the first subleading order in warping is by having two disconnected
disk diagrams. However, at the same order one can also have a long cylinder between two
separated branes. This naturally describes the gravitational pull between two spatially
separated branes. Now, since we will be interested in comparing 10d EFT loops with string
loops, it is clear that the discussion of warping corrections is mandatory.

Although we will not make this concrete, one should also be able to think of the warping
corrections from the perspective of Kaluza-Klein fields in a supergravity analysis. One can
do so in two different ways.

In the first approach, one starts with the pure CY geometry. The KK mode expansion
of 10d metric and fields is performed on the basis of this unwarped background. Introducing
sources may lead to warping which, in this language, is equivalent to turning on VEVs of
the 4d fields in the KK mode tower.

In the second approach, one first determines the warped geometry and performs the
KK modes expansion on this basis. The resulting 4D KK tower is affected by the warping —
it is different from the tower in the first approach. The advantage is that now the VEVs of
the 4d fields in the tower remain zero. One may also switch between these two perspectives
by redefining the 4D KK fields.
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For the analysis in our paper this distinction is not relevant as we only consider loop
corrections and warping separately, as independent additive effects. We expect that, for
an analysis of the interplay between warping and loop effects it will be crucial to properly
account for the background in which one performs the loop analysis. It would be interesting
to understand such interplay effects in more detail.

The key information for us, deriving from [2, 47, 81–87], is as follows: warping induced
at leading order in α′ by fluxes, D3/O3 and curved D7/O7 branes is incorporated in the
analysis of GKP [2]. It corrects the Kahler potential K by a series of terms 1/τn, starting
at n = 1. However, in total the tree-level no-scale structure of K is not violated, such that
no correction to the scalar potential arises. The statements just made follow from classical
field theory. More generally, warping corrections do not represent a loop effect from our
10d EFT point of view. Nevertheless, subleading warping corrections do appear as part of
a string one-loop calculation. The reader who is willing to simply accept this may move on
to the next section.

The claims above may be underpinned by two series of papers which we will briefly
discuss in turn. To begin, let us write the metric as

ds2 = e2A(y,τ)gµν(x)dxµdxν + e−2A(y,τ)g̃mndymdyn , (4.1)

where we have made it manifest that the warp factor depends on the values τ i of Kahler
moduli governing the unwarped CY geometry. However, as observed by Giddings and
Maharana [81], it would be too naive to simply promote the moduli to dynamical 4d fields
τ i = τ i(x) since then the ansatz above does not satisfy the 10d Einstein equations. One
has to allow for more general metric fluctuations, parametrized by so-called compensator
fields [81]. On this basis, the moduli space metric KIJ and hence the Kahler potential may
be derived. For a deeper understanding, employing in particular the ADM/Hamiltonian
formulation, see e.g. [82, 84].

Using the ingredients above, the Kahler potential in the single-modulus case was derived
in [83] (see [84] for a generalization allowing for mobile D3-branes):

K = −3 ln
(

(T + T ) + 2 V
0
W

VCY

)
. (4.2)

Here
VCY =

∫
d6y

√
g̃ and V 0

W =
∫

d6y
√
g̃e−4A0(y) (4.3)

are the CY volume and a fiducial warped-CY volume. The real modulus τ = ReT
determines the difference between general and fiducial warp factors: e−4A(y,τ) = e−4A0(y) +τ .
A redefinition, T → T ′ = T + V 0

W /VCY makes it manifest that K is still of no-scale form, as
expected for warping corrections [2]. Moreover, a large-volume expansion of (4.2) results
in a power series in 1/τ . Note that no factor of gs comes in since we work in the Einstein
frame, such that the Poisson equation [2, 81] determining the warp factor e−4A0 contains
no string coupling.17

17We thank Daniel Junghans for correcting an error concerning this important point in an earlier version.
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A generalization to the multi-moduli case has been achieved in [47, 87] in a supergravity-
based approach, using the earlier work [85, 86]. We briefly state the main ideas and results
and give more details in appendix A. The first key idea of [47] is to argue, on the basis of a
nonlinearly realized superconformal symmetry of the 4d EFT,18 that the Kahler potential
must have the following implicit form:

K = K(a) = −3 ln (VCYa)− 3 ln(4π) . (4.4)

Here a is a universal modulus which, by analogy to what has just been said in the single-
modulus case, is defined as a ≡ e−4A − e−4A0 . More specifically, one may choose A0 such
that V 0

W = 0. Now the task is to determine the functional dependence of a on the chiral
superfields T i conventionally used to describe the type-IIB Kahler moduli space and on
possible further chiral fields, e.g. D3-brane positions ZI .

The second key idea of [47] is to solve this problem by considering E3 instanton
corrections: on the one hand, by holomorphicity the instanton action must be the real part
of a chiral superfield. On the other hand, this action is given by the DBI action of the
E3-brane in the warped background. It is determined by the warped 4-cycle volume,

1
2

∫
Di
e−4AJ0 ∧ J0 , (4.5)

with J0 the unwarped CY Kahler form. Combining these two conditions, one arrives at

ReT i + f i(Z) + f
i(Z) = aV i + 1

2

∫
Di
e−4A0J0 ∧ J0 , (4.6)

where V i ≡ 1
2
∫
Di J0 ∧ J0 and f i(Z) are holomorphic functions of the remaining chiral fields.

In the simplest case these are D3-brane positions.
From this, the desired warping-corrected Kahler potential can be derived: one first

expands the Kahler form of the unwarped Calabi-Yau as J0 = viωi, with ωi integral
harmonic (1, 1) forms providing a basis for H2(CY,Z). The ωi are chosen to be Poincaré
dual to the divisors Di. The condition on the Kahler form

1
3!

∫
CY

J0 ∧ J0 ∧ J0 = VCY (4.7)

can then be thought of as a constraint on the vi, which hence contain only h1,1 − 1 degrees
of freedom. Using (4.6) and (4.7) one can now express a and the vi in terms of the variables
[ReT i + f i(Z) + f

i(Z)]. Inserting the resulting expression for a in (4.4) gives the warping-
corrected Kahler potential. Different choices of the constant VCY correspond to different
additive normalizations of the T i. So far, this is all rather implicit, but it suffices to make
our main points. We quote a somewhat more explicit formulation in appendix A. We also
note that a more general calculation, including the backreaction of the Kahler moduli to
fluxes, appears in [87].

As demonstrated explicitly in [47], the multi-Kahler-moduli Kahler potential just
obtained is of no-scale type. For large volumes, (4.4) can be expanded in V and the leading

18Extensive studies of superconformal symmetries can be found in [88].
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order correction to the Kahler potential is of degree −1 in 4-cycles. This can be seen as
follows: the integral in (4.6) is independent of the volume modulus — it depends only on
the ratios of Kahler moduli. This integral is therefore suppressed by 1/aV i(v) compared to
the leading-order term aV i, which is of degree 1 in 4-cycles. With this, we have collected
all the facts stated at the beginning of the present section.

5 Relation to string amplitude calculations

5.1 String loop calculations and the BHP conjecture

In the last sections we have derived field-theoretically how loop corrections on Calabi-Yau
geometries scale with the Kahler moduli. Let us now review the string loop results by Berg,
Haack and Körs (BHK) in the torus orbifold case [25] and with the conjecture by Berg,
Haack and Pajer (BHP) on how this might extend to CYs [27]. We will compare both
viewpoints in section 5.2.

String loop calculations on general CYs are currently not feasible. Results are only
available for torus orbifolds without flux but with, for example, D3-/D7-branes and O3-/O7-
planes. Concretely, the N = 2 geometry T 4/Z2×T 2 and the N = 1 geometries T 6/(Z2×Z2)
and T 6/Z′6 were considered in [25]. Subsequently, BHP [27] conjectured how these BHK
results might generalize to the CY case. Explicitly, the torus orbifold corrections and their
proposed CY generalizations read

δKKK
(gs) ∼

3∑
i=1

EKKi (U,U)
Re(S)τi

CY−→ δKKK
(gs) ∼

∑
a

CKKa (U,U)T a(ti)
Re(S)V (5.1)

δKW
(gs) ∼

3∑
i 6=j 6=k=1

EWi (U,U)
τjτk

CY−→ δKW
(gs) ∼

∑
a

CWa (U,U)
Ia(ti)V . (5.2)

Here Re(S) is the inverse string coupling and τi, ti are 4-cycle and 2-cycle Kahler moduli
respectively. The functions T a and Ia are linear in the ti. The Calabi-Yau volume is V
and EKK,Wi (U,U), CKK,Wa (U,U) are functions of the complex structure moduli U . In the
Calabi-Yau case, they are unknown. The corrections are presented in the form of two
different contributions, δKKK

(gs) and δKW
(gs), with the indices referring to ‘Kaluza-Klein’ and

‘winding’. These names will be discussed in section 5.2 below.
For a toroidal orbifold, the Ia are 2-cycles on which D7-brane stacks intersect while

the T a are 2-cycles transverse to the available D7-brane stacks [27, 28]. For a generic CY it
is not obvious whether an unambiguous definition of the latter ‘transverse’ 2-cycles exists.

In our understanding, the BHP proposal on the r.h.s. of (5.1), (5.2) consists of two
steps. First, the scaling in terms of Kahler moduli is assumed not to change in going from
torus orbifold to Calabi-Yau. This is rather convincing and in good agreement with the
scaling arguments we discussed in previous sections, cf. also [24]. The formulae on the
r.h.s. of (5.1), (5.2) would be consistent with this scaling if T a and Ia were replaced by
any homogeneous function of the 2-cycle variables of degree 1. The second part of the
conjecture then states, non-trivially, that these are not just homogeneous functions but,
specifically, linear expressions in the ti. This linearity does not follow from our derivation
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in section 3.2, where only the homogeneity of degree 1 is obtained. In particular, extra
ratios of 2-cycle volumes may appear. An example suggesting that this indeed happens is
provided in section 6.2.

The loop corrections to the Kahler potential induce corrections to the scalar potential.
At the perturbative level, the leading such corrections take the form [28, 29]

δV 1-loop
(gs) =

 h1,1∑
i=1

(C(KK)
i )2

Re(S)2 Ktree
ii − 2δKW

(gs)

W 2
0 gs
V2 . (5.3)

A key role in obtaining this result is played by the ‘extended no-scale structure’ (ENSS) [24,
28]. This refers to the fact that the leading order contribution from corrections δK to
the Kahler potential vanishes if δK is a homogeneous function of degree −1 in 4-cycles.
Without the ENSS, one would expect a term linear in C(KK)

i to be present in (5.3). This
term would be dominant since it would scale with the volume as V−8/3. Thanks to the
ENSS cancellation, the Kaluza-Klein correction contributes only at second order and the
leading loop correction to the potential scales as V−10/3.

5.2 Comparing field-theoretic and (conjectured) string-theoretic loop effects

In this section we compare and match the results of our field-theoretic analysis of corrections
to the Kahler potential (Sections 2 and 3) with the expectations from string amplitude
calculations (Section 5.1). We will in particular suggest a resolution for a discrepancy
between the field-theory analysis of [24] and the string amplitude results [25] (together with
the conjecture [27]). This discrepancy was discussed in [28] but has, to the best of our
knowledge, so far not been resolved. The discrepancy arises as follows.

From genuine loop effects we obtain corrections to the Kahler potential of degree −2 in
4-cycles. This matches the form of the BHP winding corrections. But the BHP conjecture
proposes a leading correction to the Kahler potential, called KK correction by the authors,
which is proportional to gs and of degree −1 in 4-cycles. Thus, it has to be clarified how
this correction arises if we take the 10d EFT below the string scale as our starting point. In
the remainder of this section, we argue that the EFT counterpart of the BHP KK correction
are specific terms of local α′ corrections discussed in section 3.1. On the way, we try to
develop a better physical understanding of our field theory corrections from a worldsheet
perspective and vice versa.

Let us start with the interpretation of genuine loop corrections from a worldsheet
perspective. They correspond to those parts of a string 1-loop integral where the worldsheet
has, roughly speaking, one long and one short dimension. Pictorially, this means that one
has a long and thin torus/Klein bottle in the closed string case or, similarly, a long and thin
annulus/Moebius strip in the open string case. Those are the regimes where the string loop
integration can be identified with the field theoretic loop integral, i.e. with the propagation
of a 10d or brane-localized massless state around a loop. Comparing this interpretation
with the BHP conjecture, we find that the two perspectives nevertheless appear to have an
imperfection.

For the BHP winding correction to appear, it was argued in [27] that D7-branes or
O7-planes need to intersect. Then a short open string connecting the two branes (or brane
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Figure 2. Short open string connecting two localized objects. The ellipse with attached arrows
represents that the string is wrapped around the intersection cycle.

and image brane) may propagate in a closed loop along the intersection surface (see figure 2).
This corresponds to the thin annulus above or, equivalently, to a field-theoretic loop effect
of a massless, intersection-localized state. So far, everything looks perfect. Also the name
winding correction is justified if one reinterprets the worldsheet as a closed, winding string
which propagates over a short distance from brane to brane. However, as a field theorist
one would expect genuine loop corrections to arise more generally — they are not tied to
intersecting objects. We have seen examples for this at the beginning of section 3.1.1 where
an open string 1-loop effect on a single brane appears to contribute genuine loop correction.
Similarly, according to section 2 closed string 1-loop effects in the bulk should also provide
a loop correction of the same type and with the same scaling. It is not clear to us why the
explicit string loop analysis does not see this more general type of correction producing
additional terms of degree −2 in 4-cycles volumes. Conceivably, this is due to the special
torus based geometries underlying the calculations.

Next, we discuss local α′ corrections. According to our definition, these are classical
effects arising from the dimensional reduction of local, higher-dimension operators. However,
such operators receive contributions from the high-momentum region of field theory loops.
This region corresponds to string 1-loop effects where the worldsheet has a short, string-scale
extension in both dimensions. There are two specific examples of this in our context which
match the parametric scaling of the BHP KK correction: first, consider the Einstein-Hilbert
term on the intersection-2-cycle of two D7-branes or of an D7/O7 pair. This term arises
from a short open string stretched from brane to brane near the intersection surface and
propagating on an (also short) closed loop. Equivalently, one may think of a short, closed
string exchanged between branes. The closed string carries KK momentum and one may
hence call this a KK correction, as proposed in BHP. Second, we can consider the operator
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M4
10gsR

2
8 on a D7/O7. This operator can be understood as arising from a 1-loop open

string diagram on the D7/O7. Equivalently, it is a short closed string emitted by the brane
and absorbed by the same brane after propagating a string-scale distance. From what has
just been said, it is clear why the scaling analysis of [24] does not capture these local α′

effects: while they can be interpreted as loop effect, the relevant scale is the cutoff or string
scale. Thus, the in principle correct assumption that finite loop effects are dominated by
the KK scale does not apply to the present contribution, which comes from the UV end of
the integral.

Finally, we turn to warping effects. As reviewed in section 4, warping effects at
subleading order scale as the BHP winding correction. Field-theoretically, warping is a
classical backreaction effect and one may think of it as coming from the propagation of
massless 10d fields between some source and the point where the geometry is being warped.
One of the relevant string diagrams describing this is the tree-level exchange of a closed
string between branes, i.e. a long cylindrical worldsheet. Alternatively, this may be viewed
as a one-loop diagram, with a long open string propagating in a short loop. Such effects
should in principle be part of the analysis performed by BHK/BHP. By contrast, they are
clearly not part of field-theoretic loop analyses. As we have discussed in section 4, warping
effects do not correct the scalar potential as they are no-scale to all orders in a large-volume
expansion [2]. For applications, it would hence be important to split the winding effect
in (5.1) according to CWi = CWi, gen + CWi,warp. Then the scalar potential correction of (5.3)
would have to include only the genuine loop effect, i.e. only CWi, gen.

Let us now change perspective and check that we have identified all integration regions
of a string 1-loop calculation in our field theoretic approach: an open- or closed-string
1-loop worldsheet which is short in both dimensions corresponds to a local α′ effect. The
strongest scaling is that of the BHP KK correction. A closed-string 1-loop worldsheet with
one long and one short dimension corresponds to genuine loop effects, scaling like the BHP
winding correction. An open-string 1-loop worldsheet corresponds either to genuine loop
corrections (the case of a long strip) or to warping corrections (the case of a long cylinder).
For both cases, the scaling is that of the BHP winding correction.

Finally, a worldsheet with large extension in both dimensions gives an exponentially
suppressed contribution, which we can neglect and do not attempt to identify in the field
theory perspective. Thus, we appear to have found all relevant regions of the integration
over worldsheet geometries in our field-theoretic analysis.

Before closing, let us discuss how loops of a D7-brane gauge theory correct the Kahler
modulus kinetic term. This effect has been employed in [28] to argue that genuine loop
contributions exist which scale like the BHP KK correction. We will, instead, find that the
analysis of this particular effect also supports our earlier conclusion that all genuine loop
corrections scale like the BHP winding contribution.

To construct Feynman diagrams for the gauge-theory-derived loop correction to the
volume modulus kinetic term, we start from gauge-kinetic term in the DBI action:

SDBI ⊃
∫

d4x
√
−g τ(x)FµνFµν . (5.4)
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Figure 3. (a) 1-loop diagram for a D7-brane gauge field correcting the kinetic term of a modulus.
(b) 1-loop diagram for the wave function renormalization of a charged scalar induced by the
gauge boson.

The 4-cycle modulus τ can be expanded around its vev, τ(x) = τ(1 + ϕ(x)/M4). Here we
have chosen the fluctuation to be described by a canonically normalized scalar. Redefining
Ãµ = Aµ

√
τ and inserting this in the action above, we have

SDBI ⊃
∫

d4x
√
−g

(
F̃µνF̃

µν + 1
M4

ϕF̃µνF̃
µν
)
, (5.5)

such that the 3-vertex is suppressed by 1/M4, as expected. Moreover, the gauge coupling is
identified as g2 = 1/τ . Due to the universal suppression of the 3-vertex by 1/M4, we know
from section 2 that the loop diagram, depicted in figure 3(a), leads to a correction which
scales like BHP winding. A similar calculation has appeared earlier in the unpublished
Master Thesis [46].

Instead, the authors of [28] estimate the loop correction by considering the wavefunction
renormalization of a scalar field φ in ordinary QFT:∫

d4x
√
−g 1

2∂µφ∂
µφ∗ →

∫
d4x
√
−g 1

2

(
1 + g2

16π2

)
∂µφ∂

µφ∗ . (5.6)

This suggests a suppression by g2 = 1/τ compared to the tree level term, matching the
parametric behavior of the KK corrections of BHP. From our point of view this has the
following shortcoming: as already noted in [28], the analogy between modulus and charged
scalar is not perfect. In the first case, the relevant 3-vertex (cf. figure 3(a)) is ϕ(∂A)2/M4.
With an effective cutoff MKK , this gives a correction M2

KK/M
2
4 ∼ 1/τ2. In the second

case (cf. figure 3(b)), the 3-vertex is gφ∗(∂φ)A, with g ∼ 1/
√
τ and a log-divergent integral.

While this gives a correction of order g2 ∼ 1/τ , it is not be applicable to our situation.
Moreover, BHP KK corrections have an additional factor gs, which does not arise in the
charged-scalar analogy.

6 Examples and applications

6.1 Blowup modulus: power counting result informed by localization
and generic volume scaling

The LVS relies on Calabi-Yau geometries where the volume takes the form

V = f(τ1, . . . , τn)− β1τ
3/2
s,1 − · · · − βmτ

3/2
s,m , (6.1)
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Figure 4. Illustration of a Calabi-Yau manifold with a small blowup cycle. In the vicinity of the
blowup, the geometry is assumed to resemble a cone.

with f a homogeneous function of degree 3/2 in n ‘large’ 4-cycle moduli τi. The m ‘small’
4-cycle moduli τs,j parametrize blowups and the βj are numerical constants. In what follows,
we will focus on the case of a single blowup, m = 1. But our findings generalize straightfor-
wardly to several blowup cycles if these are sufficiently well separated in the full geometry.

The moduli stabilization mechanism of the LVS scenario ensures a hierarchical structure
in the vacuum, τs � V2/3. We will make the stronger assumption τs � τi, ∀i. One may
then expect the geometry to be of the form illustrated in figure 4.

Clearly, it is interesting to know the parametric dependence of loop corrections on the
blowup moduli. This is important to be completely certain that loop corrections do not spoil
the stabilization scenario in the first place, but it may also be useful for phenomenological
applications, e.g. to inflation [22].

In our context, a blowup is a geometric feature which induces a codimension-six
singularity once the volume of the relevant 4-cycle (e.g. a CP2) is taken to zero. A simpler
case, useful to build intuition, is the blowup of the singularity of the non-compact geometry
C2/Z2. Famously, this is described by the explicitly known Eguchi-Hanson metric [89, 90].
Since we are interested in 3-folds, a better model for us is the Freedman-Gibbons-Pope
metric describing the blowup of C3/Z3 [91, 92]. Even closer to our case of interest is the
blowup of the related compact geometry T 6/Z3, for which the Freedman-Gibbons-Pope
metric provides an approximation.

To compute loop corrections, we assume ls � Lτs � Ṽ1/6, where Ṽ is the dimensionful
Calabi-Yau volume and Lτs is the typical length scale of the τs cycle. An important
property of the blowup modulus is that its effect on the geometry is highly localized [93, 94].
Specifically, in the C3/Z3 model the profile of the metric deformation parametrized by the
blowup modulus falls off with the sixth power of the distance from the origin [94]. This
implies that the integral over the internal geometry which calculates the kinetic term of the
modulus is of the type

∫
M6

dy6/(y6)2 in the region y � Lτs . Thus, the 10d dynamics of
the blowup modulus is dominated by the length scale Lτs . We therefore assume that it is a
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Figure 5. Self-energy (a) and tadpole (b) loop diagram correcting the kinetic term of the scalar
field φs. The scalar is confined to a 4d submanifold whereas the graviton hMN propagates in 10d.

reasonable approximation to treat the blowup modulus as localized in the internal 6d space
at a point y0, which characterizes the locus of the would-be singularity.19

Our blowup modulus is thus identified with a localized 4d scalar field, included in the
10d action according to

S = 1
2κ2

10

∫
d10x
√
−gR10 + 1

2

∫
d10x
√
−gδ(6)(y − y0)∂µφs∂µφs . (6.2)

Here the δ-function must be viewed as smeared on the scale Lτs . It is easy to check
that, in the compact case, the relation to the conventional 4d supergravity modulus is
φs/M4 ∼ τ3/4

s /
√
V. For simplicity, we consider the graviton as the only 10d field, but our

following discussion could be repeated including further 10d degrees of freedom. We also
disregard higher-dimension operators localized at y0 which can in principle induce further
couplings between φs and the 10d metric. Their effects will not change our conclusions
qualitatively.

The 1-loop diagrams correcting the φs propagator are shown in figure 5. To work out
the corresponding integrals explicitly one has to linearize the metric, gMN = g

(0)
MN +κ10hMN ,

in (6.2). Here the background metric g(0)
MN corresponds to the singular geometry, with τs = 0.

Compared to the loop analysis in section 2.2, a key difference is that the modulus is localized
at a special, singular point. The propagator of hMN near this singularity is not known,
not even approximately. We may nevertheless make progress by using our assumption
that the geometry near the singularity is conical, i.e. in particular scale-free in the limit
Ṽ → ∞. Taking this latter limit will be justified a posteriori when we see that the loops are
short-distance dominated. Moreover, we need the graviton propagator Dh only with both
arguments at the singularity. Thus, on dimensional grounds we have Dh(x−x′) ∼ 1/|x−x′|8,
where x, x′ are 4d coordinates and we have suppressed any index structure.

Using also the propagator Dφs ∼ 1/|x− x′|2 of the scalar φs, one may now estimate
the self-energy diagram of figure 5(a) in position space. This diagram contributes to the
correction δφs to the kinetic term of the modulus, defined by L ⊃ (1 + δφs)(∂φs)2/2. Using

19An alternative approach to derive loop corrections is to sum over the contributions of the KK-tower,
taking into account how each mass depends on the blowup cycle. While an estimate for the lowest modes,
with wavelength much larger than Ls is possible [46], the challenge of extending such an analysis to modes
with wavelength ∼ Ls appears daunting to us.
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dimensional regularization, we have

δεφs
= d

dp2

∣∣∣∣
p2=0

κ2
10µ
−2ε

∫
d4−ε(x1 − x2)f4(∂x1 , ∂x2)e−i(x1−x2)pDφs(x1 − x2)Dh(x1 − x2)

∼ d
dp2

∣∣∣∣
p2=0

κ2
10µ
−2ε

∫
d4−ε(x1 − x2)f4(∂x1 , ∂x2) e−i(x1−x2)p

|x1 − x2|2−ε|x1 − x2|8−ε
, (6.3)

where we suppressed any index structure and f4(∂x1 , ∂x2) is a homogeneous function of
degree 4 in derivative operators. The integral in (6.3) has an octic UV divergence at ε = 0.
In dimensional regularization, this integral vanishes since the only dimensionful parameter,
p2, is set to zero.

A second 1-loop contribution comes from the tadpole diagram figure 5(b). It is propor-
tional to the graviton propagator in the conical geometry, Dh, evaluated at coincident points:

Dh(0) ∼ lim
x→x′

1
|x− x′|8

. (6.4)

This is a pure, octic divergence without any intrinsic mass scale, which would again give
zero in dimensional regularization.

Thus, all we can learn form a dimensionally (or otherwise) regularized calculation in a
low-energy EFT below the scale at which the small cycle is resolved is the following: there
is no loop correction to the small-cycle kinetic term coming from the IR. Any possible
corrections are dominated by the UV, i.e. by scales at which the small-cycle geometry is
resolved. Put differently, there is no interference between the deep IR, encoded in the total
volume V (which we have taken to infinity when talking about a conical geometry) and the
small-cycle-scale Lτs ∼ τ

1/4
s /M10.

Nevertheless, UV-dominated quantum corrections do in general exist and can simply
be added by hand as a localized operator sitting at the singularity:

(∂φs)2 → (∂φs)2(1 + f(φs)) . (6.5)

In spite of our failure above to write down a loop integral calculating f in the EFT below
the scale 1/Lτs , we are able to determine the form of this function. We give two independent
arguments.

The first is very intuitive but it requires us to be slightly generous with the concept of
a 4d EFT: let us raise our EFT scale above 1/Lτs but still below M10. In this EFT, one
starts seeing 10d supersymmetric cancellations and the loops, still described by figure 5,
are cut off at the small-cycle scale: Λ ∼ 1/Lτs . The suppression by loop couplings is still
governed by κ2

10 ∼ 1/M8
10. Thus,

f(φs) ∼
Λ8

M8
10
∼ 1
L8
τs
M8

10
∼ 1
τ2
s

, (6.6)

where τs ∼ (φs/M10)4/3.
The second argument is precise but slightly technical and indirect: for this, we

rewrite (6.5) in terms of τs, reinstate a finite total volume V , and return to the 4d Einstein
frame:

(∂φs)2(1 + f)→ (∂τs)2
√
τs

(1 + f)→ (∂τs)2

V√τs
(1 + f) . (6.7)
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Now we recall that, on the one hand, we have shown that genuine loop corrections to Kahler
moduli kinetic terms scale with the power −4 in 4-cycle volumes. On the other hand, from
our argument about the decoupling of IR and UV in the conical geometry near the small
cycle, we know that f is a function of τs only, independent of V. This enforces f ∼ 1/τ2

s ,
consistently with (6.6).

As result, we have the 4d Einstein frame kinetic Lagrangian (ignoring O(1) factors)

M2
4

∫
d4x

1
V√τs

(1 + f(φs(τs))) ∂µτs ∂µτs ∼M2
4

∫
d4x

1
V√τs

(
1 + 1

τ2
s

)
∂µτs ∂

µτs . (6.8)

Integrating the 1-loop correction twice with respect to the blowup modulus leads to a
correction to the Kahler potential of the form

δK1-loop ∼
1
V√τs

+ subleading terms . (6.9)

This matches exactly of the form of the winding corrections of the BHP conjecture.
Note that we only expect blowup corrections of the type just discussed to arise if

supersymmetry is broken to 4D N = 1 locally, near the blowup cycle. This is to be
contrasted with situations where SUSY is locally N = 2 in 4D language, i.e. all O3/O7-
planes and branes are localized elsewhere in the internal geometry. Thus, the above
corrections may simply not arise in LVS geometries where the blowup cycle used for moduli
stabilization has locally 4D N = 2 SUSY. However, it is also possible that, if the blowup is
locally 4d N = 2, nonperturbative corrections to the superpotential of the form exp(−asτs)
are absent,20 making such geometries unsuitable LVS moduli stabilization. If this were
the case, then blowup cycles inducing nonperturbative superpotential effects would always
come with an appropriate loop correction.

This discussion may be related to the Supersymmetric Genericity Conjecture [97].
According to this conjecture, an allowed correction in a quantum gravity theory can only be
systematically zero if the theory at hand descends in some way from a theory with higher
supersymmetry.

We finally note that our blowup Kahler potential correction is expected to arise more
generally than the similar BHP correction of ‘winding-type’. The latter relies on the presence
of intersecting D7s. Hence, if our correction always arises in local N = 1 SUSY situations,
and if this reduced amount of SUSY is necessary for nonperturbative effects in W to appear,
then this should drastically affect blowup inflation [22]. The reason is that this model relies
on an exponentially flat potential at asτs � 1, which would then always be spoiled by loops,
even if no D7s are present in the local geometry.

6.2 Fibred geometries and fibre inflation

As we have seen in sections 3.2 and 6.1, determining the explicit Kahler moduli dependence
of loop corrections is complicated if multiple Kahler moduli are present. In this section we

20Note that nonperturbative corrections to the superpotential can appear more generally than just on rigid
divisors as E3-branes on effective divisors can be ‘rigidified’ by world-volume flux and provide nonperturbative
corrections [95, 96].
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will make partial progress in the special case of fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds, governed by
two Kahler moduli.

Fibred manifolds are of particular interest in the LVS context, where they are used
for example in the Fibre Inflation proposal [23]. Fibre Inflation relies explicitly on the
parametric form of loop corrections. We will see that our improved understanding of loop
corrections affects Fibre Inflation.

A simple example for a fibred Calabi-Yau is provided by a K3 fibration over a CP1 base.
Let the K3 fibre be governed by the 4-cycle modulus τf and the base by the 2-cycle variable
tb. To be useful in the LVS context, a blowup modulus τs is also needed. It will however
mostly be ignored below since we have already computed the form of loop corrections
associated with τs in section 6.1. The volume of this fibred Calabi-Yau takes the form

V = tbτf − τ3/2
s = 1

2
√
τfτ2 − τ3/2

s , (6.10)

where we re-expressed the base 2-cycle volume in terms of the 4-cycle modulus τ2 = 2tb
√
τf .

The 2-cycle volume tb (or 4-cycle volume τ2) can be traded for the total volume V , as is typi-
cally done in the LVS analysis. Then the standard LVS potential stabilizes τs and V , leaving
τf a flat direction. In Fibre Inflation, τf is identified with the inflaton. Its loop-induced
potential governs inflation and also stabilizes the cycle in the post-inflationary vacuum.

Building on the BHP conjecture (cf. (5.1) and (5.2)), it is argued in [23] that loops
induce a Kahler potential correction

δK(gs) =
gsC

KK
1
√
τf

V
+
gsC

KK
2
√
τ2

V
+ CW12
V√τf

, (6.11)

which in turn, using (5.3), induces a scalar potential for τf of the form

δV(gs) =
(

(gsCKK1 )2

τ2
f

− 2CW12
V√τf

+ (gsCKK2 )2τf
2V2

)
W 2

0 gs
V2 . (6.12)

This assumes a geometry where D7-brane stacks wrap the 4-cycles described by τ2 = 2tb
√
τf

and by τf . The first and last term in (6.12) are due to the KK corrections associated with the
corresponding transverse cycles. The second term comes from winding corrections related
to the intersection 2-cycle with volume √τf . Note that the KK corrections are suppressed
by g2

s compared to the winding correction. For such a potential, inflation corresponds to an
initial situation where the fibre is much larger than the base. As the inflaton rolls, this is
reversed and eventually the base is much larger than the fibre. During this process, the
volume of the Calabi-Yau remains constant.

In the following, we will attempt to derive the explicit form of all loop corrections
in the hierarchical regime τ2 � τf � τs. We shall see that while all three terms with
a Kahler moduli dependence as in (6.12) will indeed appear, our result has two major
differences: first, all terms in (6.12) will arise at the same order in gs. Second, our analysis
suggests the presence of additional logarithmic corrections and corrections including ratios
of Kahler moduli, some of which could be dominant over the usual fibre-inflation terms.
Our discussion will be based on a 2-step compactification process: 10d

τf−→ 6d tb−→ 4d.
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6.2.1 Genuine loop effects in fibred geometries

Let us first consider the 10d to 6d compactification on the fibre 4-cycle and integrate out
the heavy KK modes of the fibre. The compact 4d manifold is governed by the single length
scale Lf ∼ τ

1/4
f /M10, to which we can hence apply dimensional analysis. We demand that

both the loop correction to the Einstein-Hilbert term and the kinetic term of Lf ,

∆SJBD =
∫

d6x
√
−g6

[
F (Lf )R6 +G(Lf )(∂Lf )2

]
, (6.13)

are dimensionless. Since Lf has mass dimension −1, this fixes the scaling of the prefactors
to be F (Lf ) ∼ 1/L4

f and G(Lf ) ∼ 1/L6
f . Now we compactify to 4d, Weyl rescale by

M8
10Ṽ + L2

b/L
4
f with Ṽ ∼ L2

bL
4
f to arrive at 4d Einstein frame, and express everything in

terms of 4-cycle variables:

R6
L4
f

+ (∂Lf )2

L6
f

compactify−−−−−−→ L2
b

(
R4
L4
f

+ (∂Lf )2

L6
f

)
Weyl rescale−−−−−−−→ 1

M8
10

(
1

L2
bL

4
f

L2
b

L4
fL

2
b

(∂Lb)2 + 1
L2
bL

4
f

L2
b

L5
fLb

(∂Lb)(∂Lf ) + 1
L2
bL

4
f

L2
b

L6
f

(∂Lf )2
)

∼ (∂τ2)2

τ2
2 τ

2
f

+ (∂τf ) (∂τ2)
τ2τ3

f

+ (∂τf )2

τ4
f

, (6.14)

where we used that M10Lb = t
1/2
b ∼ (τ2/

√
τf )1/2. We implicitly assumed that, in the

compactification step from 10d to 6d, supersymmetry has been broken to 6d N = 1 by
O7-planes/D7-branes wrapping the 4-cycle associated with τ2 = 2tb

√
τf . We expect that

the appearance of a non-trivial correction to the kinetic term is then consistent since this
corresponds to 4d N = 2 SUSY, where corrections to the Kahler potential (or better the
prepotential) are allowed.

We now explicitly translate the different terms in the last line of (6.14) in corrections
to the Kahler and scalar potentials. The final term gives

δK(τf ) ∼
1
τ2
f

. (6.15)

This in turn induces a correction to the scalar potential which is similar to the first term
in (6.12), albeit without a g2

s suppression, making the correction (6.15) more important.
The first two terms in (6.14) (if not absent due to a magical cancellation) induce a

logarithmic correction in the Kahler potential:

δK(τf ) ∼
ln τ2
τ2
f

. (6.16)

We immediately recognize a problem: the correction (6.16) induces a further contribution
to the kinetic Lagrangian not present in (6.14), a term of the form ln(τ2)(∂τf )2/τ4

f . We will
discuss this and related inconsistencies and how they might be resolved in section 6.2.2.

Further genuine loop corrections can arise from D7-brane-localized fields. Concretely, if
a D7-brane wraps the fibre, loop corrections to the modulus kinetic term as described by
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the diagram in figure 3(a) arise. In addition, loop corrections induce a 4d Einstein-Hilbert
term on the worldvolume of the brane. The form of the corrections follows from the fact
that the KK masses of the gauge fields running in the loop depend only on τf and not on
tb (or, equivalently, the volume V). One then finds

R4
L2
f

+ (∂Lf )2

L4
f

→ 1
M8

10

(
1

L4
bL

6
f

(∂Lb)2 + 1
L3
bL

7
f

(∂Lb)(∂Lf ) + 1
L2
bL

8
f

(∂Lf )2
)

∼ (∂τ2)2

τ3
2 τf

+ (∂τf ) (∂τ2)
τ2

2 τ
2
f

+ (∂τf )2

τ2τ3
f

→ δK ∼ 1
V√τf

, (6.17)

where we also displayed the expression after Weyl rescaling and the resulting effect on the
Kahler potential. The corresponding correction to the scalar potential scales like the second
term in (6.12).

Genuine loop corrections induced by a D7 wrapping the τ2-cycle do not lead to
parametrically novel corrections to K. As above, these corrections are obtained by gauge
fields running in the loop. In particular, they induce a 6d Einstein-Hilbert term on the
worldvolume of the brane of the form R6/L

4
f which hence matches the correction in (6.13).

A further type of loop corrections arises if one first compactifies on the fibre to 6d and
then, using the 6d classical action, considers the quantum effects of the KK modes on the
base. In this case the only relevant length scale is Lb and one finds

∆SJBD =
∫

d4x
√
−g4G(Lb)(∂Lb)2 , (6.18)

with G(Lb) ∼ 1/L4
b on dimensional grounds. We do not discuss the related loop corrections

to the Einstein-Hilbert term since they will not induce parametrically different effects in
the Kahler potential.

After Weyl rescaling, (6.18) gives

(∂Lb)2

L4
b

→ (∂Lb)2

M8
10L

4
fL

6
b

∼ (∂τ2)2

τ4
2

+ (∂τf ) (∂τ2)
τfτ

3
2

+ (∂τf )2

τ2
f τ

2
2
, (6.19)

where we used that M10Lb = t
1/2
b ∼ (τ2/

√
τf )1/2. The first term in (6.19) implies a

corrections to the Kahler potential of the form

δK(τ2) ∼
1
τ2

2
∼ τf
V2 . (6.20)

This reproduces the Kahler moduli dependence of the third term in (6.12). Note that the
correction (6.20) is again enhanced by a factor 1/g2

s compared to expectations based on the
BHP conjecture.

The last two terms in (6.19) enforce again a logarithmic correction to the Kahler
potential,

δK(τ2) ∼
ln τf
τ2

2
, (6.21)

which introduces a similar problem as described below (6.16).
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6.2.2 Local α′ corrections from D7-branes in fibred geometries

Let us now study the possible effects of the R4
8 operator, focusing first on the case where

the D7-brane wraps the 4-cycle parametrized by τ2 = 2tb
√
τf . Let us moreover assume that

the coefficient of R4
8 displays a non-trivial logarithmic running, as is generally expected

for marginal operators. Thus, starting with an O(1) coefficient at the string scale, the
coefficient grows as the energy at which we study our EFT decreases to some smaller value
µ & 1/Lf . If we then compactify the D7-brane theory from 8d to 6d at the scale 1/Lf , we
find an operator ln(M10g

1/4
s Lf )R4

8. Disregarding the small effect of the factor gs under the
log, we may replace this by ln(τf )R4

8. After compactification to 6d, we obtain a sum of
different terms:21

∫
R1,5×√τf

ln(τf )R4
8 ∼

3∑
n=0

∫
R1,5

ln(τf )R4−n
6

∫
√
τf

Rn2 ∼
3∑

n=0

∫
R1,5

ln(τf )R4−n
6 L2−2n

f . (6.22)

Here the symbol √τf under the integral stands for the integration over the 2-cycle of
the fibre wrapped by the brane. The index n runs over all possibilities of how R4

8 could
contribute to the 6d action.22 Note that we have to allow for all these possible reductions
as we do not know how the indices of R4

8 are contracted. Hence some (or maybe all) of the
four terms could turn out to vanish when the detailed structure of the R4

8 term is specified
by a string amplitude calculation.

Before compactifying further down to 4d, we have to run our 6d Lagrangian from the
scale 1/Lf down to 1/Lb. In this process, the n = 1 term is special because it is a marginal
operator in the 6d theory. We expect further logarithmic running, in general with a different
prefactor than previously in 8d. Hence, the generic prefactor of the R3

6 term just above
the 4d compactification scale 1/Lb reads ln(τα2 τ

β
f ), where α, β are in principle calculable

constants. For n 6= 1 no further running occurs since the operators are relevant or irrelevant
and we also do not expect subleading logarithmic divergences. We have seen this already in
section 2.2. Key to this feature was the absence of massive fields in the 1-loop diagrams
which also holds in the 6d theory at hand.

After compactification to 4d, we find the following corrections to the coefficient of the
Einstein-Hilbert term:

ln τf
∑

n=0,2,3

L2n
b

L2n
f

L2
f

L4
b

+ ln(τα2 τ
β
f ) 1
L2
b

. (6.23)

Focusing, as above, only on the kinetic term of Lb, the Weyl rescaling then produces

21To avoid clutter, we keep only the logarithmic piece in the coefficient of R4
8 in the following terms. In

general there are additional constants, such that the reader may always replace ln()→ const + ln().
22We do not consider the case n = 4 since we know from supersymmetry that a 6d cosmological constant

will not be induced.
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corrections of the following type:

1
M8

10

ln τf
∑

n=0,2,3

L2n
b

L2n
f

L2
f

L4
b

+ ln(τα2 τ
β
f ) 1
L2
b

 1
L4
fL

2
b

(∂Lb)2

L2
b

(6.24)

∼

ln τf
∑

n=0,2,3

τn2
τnf

+ ln(τα2 τ
β
f ) τ2
τf

(τf (∂τ2)2

τ5
2

+ (∂τ2)(∂τf )
τ4

2
+ (∂τf )2

τ3
2 τf

)
.

As an illustration, let us restrict attention to the (∂τ2)2 contribution and write out the sum
in (6.24) explicitly for this case: ln(τα2 τ

β
f )

τ4
2

+ ln(τf )
(
τf
τ5

2
+ 1
τ3

2 τf
+ 1
τ2

2 τ
2
f

) (∂τ2)2 . (6.25)

Ideally, we want to write down a Kahler potential correction from which all terms
in (6.24) and no undesired further terms follow. This can not be achieved. Let us then start
our discussion by writing down a correction which induces as many of the terms in (6.24)
as possible and no extra terms:

δK(R4
8) ∼

1 + ln τf + ln τ2
τ2

2
+ 1 + ln τf

τ2τf
+ 1 + ln τf

τ2
f

+ τf (1 + ln τf )
τ3

2
. (6.26)

Here we suppressed numerical factors in each term. We may try to compare this to the
structure of corrections deduced from the BHP conjecture in [23] (cf. (6.11) above). At first
sight, this is very different since (up to logs) all of our terms are homogeneous of degree
−2 in 4-cycles. Thus they are all of ‘winding-type’ in BHP language. Correspondingly,
there are no gs factors. Interestingly, the difference becomes less dramatic at the level of
the scalar potential, cf. (6.12): the first three terms of (6.26) reproduce, at the level of
power-like scaling, the structure deduced from the BHP conjecture in (6.12). However, the
additional logs could clearly be very important in concrete applications. The last term
of (6.26) contradicts the BHP conjecture at an even more elementary level in that it involves
an additional 4-cycle ratio: τf/τ2.

Let us now comment on the kinetic terms for which we were not able to write a
consistent Kahler potential. This concerns part of the terms in (6.24) as well as the
previously emphasized problematic terms in (6.14) and (6.19). First, on the positive side,
we note that the previously emphasized problem with the Kahler correction (6.21) associated
with (6.19) could now potentially be resolved: the required term appears in (6.26) and
its log might thus be explained by the log associated with the R4

8 operator. However,
the problem with the correction (6.16) associated with (6.14) is still there: this Kahler
correction induces kinetic terms that do not arise in our analysis. Moreover, problems arise
for all those kinetic terms in (6.24) that lead to a product of logarithms in the appropriate
correction δK. This happens for example for the last term in (6.25). This kinetic term
would require a correction δK ∼ ln(τf ) ln(τ2)/τ2

f . This in turn leads to a new kinetic term
for τf not present in (6.24).

We hence have to draw one of the following conclusions.
First, since in our approach it is not possible to compute numerical prefactors of each

correction, the inconsistent kinetic terms could be zero due to some magical cancellation.
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This is not implausible since oftentimes more that a single term contributes at a specific
order and the required precise compensation could then be a consequence of supersymmetry.
The total loop induced correction to the Kahler potential including genuine loop effects is
then given by (6.26).

Second, it could be that only the kinetic terms leading to (6.16) and (6.21) vanish
due to cancellation. The other inconsistent kinetic terms could vanish due to a particular
structure of the R4

8 operator and its log-divergences. The log-divergence producing the
problematic kinetic terms should be absent. Assuming that all inconsistent terms produced
by the log enhanced R4

8 operator vanish due to the structure of the R4
8 operator, only the

n = 2 case in (6.24) is left. The total correction to K including genuine loop effects is then
given by

δK ∼ 1
τ2
f

+ 1 + ln τf
τ2τf

+ 1
τ2

2
. (6.27)

It is of course also possible that some of the problematic kinetic terms induced by R4
8 vanish

due to cancellation and some by the structure of R4
8. The correction δK would then be

given by (6.27) extended by some (but not all) of the additional terms in (6.26).
Finally, the inconsistencies could be explained by field redefinitions which can in

principle remove certain corrections to K. We have seen an example of this in section 3.1.1.
For a D7-brane wrapping the τf -cycle an entirely analogous analysis of corrections

coming from an R4
8 term on the brane worldvolume can be carried out. This does not

produce any parametrically novel effects. We finally note that, also in the fibred setting, a
correction associated with the small cycle of the type δK ∼ 1/(V√τs) is expected to arise.
This follows in analogy to the discussion of section 6.1.

Let us summarize: we can reproduce the corrections to the scalar potential (6.12) used
in [23], but with some important differences and caveats. In our analysis, all three terms ap-
pear at the same order in gs. Thus, the analogue of the hierarchy (gsCKK1 )2, (gsCKK2 )2/2�
2CW12 , which is required for fibre inflation, can be harder to realize (see [98] for more details
on the required hierarchies). Moreover, higher-curvature terms that we expect to be present
on D7-branes induce log-enhanced terms of the same structure. Those would be dominant
in the Kahler and scalar potential compared to (6.12). Finally, we find a term which,
though small in the relevant regime Lf � Lb, contradicts the BHP conjecture. For a deeper
understanding of Fibre Inflation it is hence essential to make sure whether an R4

8 term on
D7-branes exists and to derive its precise structure.

Besides the corrections we have discussed so far, a further, gs-suppressed effect arises
if two brane stacks intersect on the 2-cycle of the fibre with volume ∼ √τf . It is due to
the Einstein-Hilbert term induced at 1-loop order (and hence suppressed by gs) on the
intersection locus (see section 3.1.3). We may then apply (3.5), generalized to the case with
multiple Kahler moduli. The resulting correction to the Kahler potential, δK ∼ gs

√
τf/V,

reproduces the first term in (6.11) and (6.12), including the right power of gs.

6.2.3 Loop corrections in the inverse fibration

In the initial stage of Fibre Inflation, we have τf � τ2. This situation is not directly
amenable to our earlier analysis as the length scale Lb of the base is smaller than the length
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scale Lf of the fibre. One would have to first dimensionally reduce on the base to obtain
an 8d theory, which could then be further compactified to 4d on the larger fibre-4-cycle.
For this, one would need the geometry in this regime to possess some form of ‘inverse
fibration’ structure. In other words, one should be able to reinterpret what was originally
the base 2-cycle tb as being fibred over the 4-cycle τf . It is not clear to us whether such an
inverse fibration emerges in the case at hand. Clearly, in a toy model where the 6D internal
manifold is a product of a 2D and a 4D manifold, the required notion of inverse fibration
trivially exists.

Assuming the inverse fibration to exist, one can perform a similar analysis as above
in the limit τf � τ2 using 10d tb−→ 8d

τf−→ 4d as the 2-step compactification process. In
the following, we will only be concerned with the differences compared to the calculation
above. The first difference appears in 8d, where we expect no loop corrections to the Kahler
potential due to the larger, 8d N = 1 and hence 4d N = 4, supersymmetry. Next, let us
include D7-branes and check whether corrections contradicting the BHP conjecture occur.
This is indeed the case and it happens because extra factors involving ratios of cycles appear
(cf. the last term in (6.26)). Concretely, such an effect is induced by a D7-brane wrapping
τ2 both through genuine loop corrections and by dimensionally reducing R4

8 like∫
R1,5×tb

R4
8 ∼

∫
R1,5

R6

∫
tb

R3
2 ∼

∫
R1,5

R6/L
4
b ∼

∫
R1,3

R4 L
2
f/L

4
b . (6.28)

This is analogous to the n = 0 contribution in (6.23). The equivalent genuine loop effect is
induced on the 6d worldvolume of the wrapped D7-brane by gauge fields running in the
loop. Here we assume that the corresponding KK modes depend only on the length scale of
tb. This induces a localized 6d Einstein-Hilbert term on the brane worldvolume of the form
R6/L

4
b , which after compactification gives the same result as on the r.h.s. of (6.28). Weyl

rescaling turns this into a Kahler potential correction δK ∼ τf/τ3
2 . This correction in now

by far more interesting as it is dominant in the regime τf � τ2 and could therefore strongly
affect Fibre Inflation. We note that, similar to what has been discussed in section 6.2.2, a
log coefficient in front of (6.28) would be inconsistent.

We recall that the last paragraph is to be read with the caveat that the geometry in
the regime τf � τ2 has an interpretation as an inverse fibration. This caveat disappears
if we leave fibre inflation aside and simply start with a geometry which, by construction,
consists of a 2-cycle with volume tb ∼ τ2/

√
τf which fibred over a base with volume τf . The

analysis of the last paragraph then applies without extra assumptions.

7 Towards applications in LVS and KKLT

Here, we want to collect a number of further observations concerning the role of the loop
corrections we studied in concrete phenomenological scenarios.

We first note that in the LVS, loop corrections are commonly used to stabilize non-
blowup Kahler moduli for cases where h1,1 > 2. Doing so rigorously is notoriously difficult
as it requires precise knowledge of the Kahler moduli dependence of the loop correction to
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the scalar potential. This has so far only been achieved for torus orbifold examples [25] and
we hope that further work along the lines of the present paper will improve this situation.

We now turn to the question of whether loop corrections are capable of upsetting the
LVS. This is in principle the case and hence loop corrections have been rightfully listed as
part of the corrections to be dealt with in the recent critical analysis of [18]. We expect that
the blowup loop correction δK ∼ 1/V√τs, which has not been discussed in that analysis,
represents one of the leading loop effects.23 It corrects the scalar potential by terms which
are suppressed by g

3/2
s /
√
τs or 1/τ2

s relative to the leading LVS scalar-potential terms.
For establishing an AdS minimum this is not dangerous since gs (and hence 1/τs) can be
tuned extremely small. But as has been quantified very recently in [19], after including
an anti-D3-brane uplift to dS control over the LVS becomes crucially limited by the LVS
Parametric Tadpole Constraint: the size of the available negative D3 tadpole limits the size
of the volume and hence of the small cycle. Explicitly, one has asτs . 16πN/(9×(12 · · · 46)),
which very significantly restricts the size of τs ∼ 1/gs [19] and hence our ability to be safe
from loop effects. Nevertheless, parametric control is clearly achievable in principle since τs
is, by the definition of the LVS, a large parameter.

Given the previous comment, it is clearly highly relevant to determine the precise
expansion parameter governing this and possibly higher loop corrections. Indeed, recall that
in 4d gauge theory the true expansion parameter is g2/(16π2) rather simply g2. This line of
thinking is known as ‘naive dimensional analysis’ [99]. In our context, the explicit study of
refs. [25, 26]24 suggests that the expansion parameter is 1/(2π)4τ2, with τ being a generic
4-cycle variable. (Relating this to the previous paragraph, we would have τ2 ∼ V√τs.) To
the best of our present understanding, part of this significant suppression by (2π) factors is
associated, in field theory language, with the explicit results for sums over KK modes on tori
(see e.g. [101], Section II). It would be interesting to understand whether the 1/(2π)4 factor
survives in CY geometries. This is not obvious since the loop factor in a purely 4d approach
(following the logic of section 2.2) is ∼ Λ2/(16π2M2

4 ). Identifying the cutoff with the KK
mass scale, one does of course get the expected parametric behaviour m2

KK/M
2
4 ∼ 1/τ2,

but fixing the (2π) factors in this relation appears difficult in a CY geometry.
We have seen that small 4-cycles τs induce loop corrections to the Kahler metric

which are 1/τ2
s suppressed compared to the leading terms, see section 6.1. Clearly, such

corrections are dangerous when the small-cycle volume becomes O(1) in Einstein frame.
More generally, going beyond the specific case of LVS-type blowup-cycles, one might suspect
that even corrections suppressed only by 2-cycle volumes exist. For example, the previously
discussed blowup correction came from a term δK ∼ 1/V√τs, where the 2-cycle volume √τs
appears. Now, in a series of papers [15, 102–104], flux compactifications with large h1,1 were
constructed with the goal to obtain explicit KKLT-type models. While, as already noted
in [14], having large h1,1 appears to be a promising route to counteract the ‘singular-bulk
problem’, this may force one into a regime of dangerously small 2-cycles. Indeed, in [15]
many 2-cycles with Einstein-frame volumes of order unity or smaller arise. While this may

23In the LVS, equally important contributions to the scalar potential come from the interplay of KK-type
loop corrections with nonperturbative effects, namely from Kss∂sW∂sW , see [18] chapter 3.1.1.

24See e.g. eqs. (10), (12) of [26] and eq. (2.6) of [100].
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be harmless in cases where, as the authors argue, the shrinking of the 2-cycle merely leads
to a conifold singularity with local N = 2 SUSY, it is not clear whether the presence of
nearby O-planes with reduced SUSY can always be avoided. If it can not, then our loop
corrections with potentially only a 2-cycle Einstein-frame-volume suppression represent a
serious concern.

Moreover, the above compactifications have many, typically O(100), small cycles. One
might then be concerned that even if individual small-cycle corrections are controlled, the
corrections could add up to become dangerously large if many small 2- or 4-cycles contribute.
It would be interesting to better understand the form these small-cycle loop corrections in
settings where they are not well-separated.

Let us now change perspective and estimate from a 4d EFT perspective and without
the detour via the Kahler metric at which order in the inverse volume 1/V loop corrections
to the scalar potential arise. Due to the supersymmetric spectrum, i.e. StrM0 = 0, the
quartic divergence ∼ Λ4 vanishes and we have (disregarding numerical prefactors)

V1-loop ∼ Vtree + Λ2 StrM2 + StrM4 ln
(

Λ2

M2

)
+ . . . . (7.1)

Here Λ is the cutoff and M2 the mass matrix. We also assume that SUSY is broken
in a flat or approximately flat background (as e.g. in the LVS). This may be quantified
by requiring 1/LAdS/dS � m3/2 and it implies that the supertrace of the mass matrix
obeys StrM2 ∼ m2

3/2 (see e.g. [105, 106]). In our case, Λ = mKK ∼ M4/V2/3 and
m3/2 ∼ M4g

1/2
s W0/V. For sufficiently large volume, the SUSY breaking scale is hence

below the KK scale, as required for consistency of our 4d analysis. Using this, the leading
correction is given by

V1-loop ∼ Vtree +M4
4
gsW

2
0

V10/3 + . . . . (7.2)

This precisely matches the order at which the genuine loop effects correct the scalar potential
(cf. table 1). Independently, this represents a very general argument suggesting that the
leading loop effect in the scalar potential scales as ∼ V−10/3. This appears to clash with the
existence of loop corrections ∼ V−8/3 which have recently been proposed in the literature [43].
Note also that the Kahler potential term inducing such corrections is δK ∼ ln(τ)/τ , with
τ ∼ V2/3. Consistently with what was said before, this does not correspond to a genuine
loop but rather to a local α′ correction. The log would then be expected if the underlying
operator is marginal in 6d, 8d or 10d. However, we have seen that marginal operators
always produce Kahler potential corrections which scale as 1/τ2, not 1/τ . So we are left
with a contradiction.

A possible resolution is as follows: let us start with the G2
4R

3
11 term in 11d which

according to [36, 42, 107] is the origin of the effect. Let us assume that, using the curvature of
the torus fibration of F-theory, this descends to a local operator ∼ (∇H3)2 on D7-brane stacks
(see e.g. [68]).25 This would lead to a term ∼ |W0|2 in the 4d scalar potential. The volume

25Another option would be terms of the type R8(∂F2)2 computed in [108]. Note that G4 flux in M-theory
descends to H3, F3 and F2 flux in type IIB.
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scaling follows by noting that H3 ∼ 1/τ3/4, ∇ ∼ 1/τ1/4,
∫
D7 d

4y ∼ τ and that, finally, the
Weyl rescaling to the 4d Einstein frame gives a factor 1/V2. In total, one finds |W0|2/V8/3.

To summarize, the proposal is that the correction ∼ ln(τ)/τ in the Kahler potential
comes from a field redefinition and has nothing to do with a marginal operator. It does,
however, produce a manifestly physical correction to the scalar potential ∼ |W0|2/V8/3

which, as we saw earlier, can not be understood as a 4d loop effect. Instead, it comes from a
local α′ correction, for example a brane-localized 4-derivative term involving flux and hence
proportional to |W0|2. Clearly, this is at the moment only a suggestion and it deserves
further study how a possible ln(τ)/τ term and the corresponding scalar-potential effect are
to be understood in a 10d SUGRA analysis of type-IIB orientifolds.

We leave it as a challenge for the future to study possible corrections associated with a
field redefinition τ ′s ≡ τs + α ln(V) [32] in our approach (see also the comment in [19]).

8 Discussion

In this work, we have analysed corrections to the Kahler potential in type-IIB string
compactifications on Calabi-Yau orientifolds. We relied on one-loop field theory together
with the available information about higher-mass-dimension local operators, both in 10d
and on branes or brane intersections. The key corrections are summarized in table 1.

A novel proposal suggested by our analysis is that log-enhanced corrections, dominant
w.r.t. established terms, arise on the basis of marginal higher-curvature operators in 8d or in
6d. The operators in question are localized on D7-branes/O7-planes or on their intersection
loci respectively. One example is an R4

8 operator, which is expected to be present on
D7/O7s [66], another is the R3

6 operators on the 6d intersection loci. The correction affects
the scalar potential at order ln(M10g

1/4
s L) × h−5, where h−5 is a homogeneous function

of degree -5 in 4-cycle Kahler moduli and L is a typical length scale of the relevant cycle.
Because of its log-enhancement, this correction tends to be dominant and may hence
be critical in moduli stabilization schemes relying on loop corrections, such as in Fibre
Inflation (cf. section 6.2) or, more generally, in multi-moduli LVS constructions. Moreover,
log-enhanced corrections could be dangerous for the LVS per se if an uplift to dS is included.
It would hence be essential to confirm the existence of R4

8/R3
6 terms localized on 8d/6d

from a string amplitude calculation.
One of our declared goals was to derive the Berg-Haack-Pajer conjecture, which we

have partially achieved: first, we understand that ‘winding-type’ terms, correcting the
Kahler potential at order -2 in 4-cycle variables, come from genuine loop effects and may,
as just noted, feature a UV-sensitive log-enhancement associated with local α′ corrections.
Additional terms with the same volume dependence but suppressed by gs are expected. We
were not able to confirm the more specific suggested form

∑
a 1/Ia(ti)V with Ia(ti) linear

combinations of 2-cycle variables ti. On the contrary, fibred examples suggest that a more
general Kahler moduli dependence is possible.

Second, we understand the ‘KK-type’ terms as coming from higher-curvature operators.
This resolves a discrepancy between the field theory analysis of 1-loop corrections to the
Kahler potential in [24] on the one hand and string loop calculations by BHK [25] and
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the BHP conjecture [27] on the other hand. The local operators, like for example an
Einstein-Hilbert term induced at 1-loop level on intersection cycles of D7-branes, induce
KK-type Kahler potential corrections which, in turn, may modify the scalar potential.

Returning to the corrections of winding-type, we note that our analysis suggests a
different interpretation than what is usually found in the literature: first, part of them is
due to warping and, because warping respects the no-scale structure, this part will not affect
the scalar potential. Second, the remaining part of the winding-type corrections corresponds
to genuine loop effects and should hence be present more generally than proposed by BHP.
The reason is that these effects are not tied to intersecting D7-branes but only to the
requirement that the relevant tower of KK modes running in the loop displays an N = 1
rather than an N = 2 SUSY spectrum. It is conceivable that the absence of corresponding
contributions in [25] is due to the special torus geometries used. We also note that winding-
type corrections (and in particular genuine loop effects) contribute to the scalar potential
with a 1/g2

s enhancement compared to KK-type corrections since the latter are subject to
the extended no-scale structure [24, 27, 28]. Thus, genuine loop effects should always be
included in scenarios where KK-type corrections play a role, like in fibre inflation [23] or α′

inflation [100]. Another example where this proposed more general occurrence of genuine
loop corrections is important is blowup inflation [22]: for this scenario, the loop correction
to a blowup cycle τs calculated in section 6.1 is dangerous and, in our understanding, it is
expected to always be present as long as the geometry is N = 1 locally, near the blowup
cycle. We hope that it will be possible to clarify this further, strengthening the proposal of
blowup inflation or ruling it out.

Let us close with an optimistic outlook. Naively, one might fear that loop effects
will never be explicitly calculable on Calabi-Yaus and will hence always be in the way of
fully controlled models. But things could be much better: it is conceivable that, as we
argued in this paper, the dominant loop effects in the scalar potential will always come
from log-enhanced winding-type corrections. Those are UV sensitive, being tied to certain
marginal local operators. If the coefficients of the latter can be determined and the integrals
over these operators in the classical Calabi-Yau background can be calculated, one may
hope that the dominant effect from loops on moduli stabilization will become accessible.
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A The warped Kahler potential in the multi-moduli case

In section 4 we reviewed some of the results of [47]. A key starting point was the simple
expression (4.4) for the Kahler potential in terms of the universal modulus a. Through the
identification

ReT i + f i(Z) + f
i(Z) = aV i + 1

2

∫
Di
e−4A0J0 ∧ J0 , (A.1)

it is then possible to express a as a function of the other Kahler moduli. In this appendix
we add some details concerning how the integral in (A.1) can be evaluated. This material
is entirely a review of [47], to which we refer the reader for further information.

First, one observes that the harmonic basis 2-forms may be expressed through so-called
h1,1 local potentials κi(z, z; v):

ωi = i∂∂κi(z, z; v) . (A.2)

The κi(z, z; v) cannot be defined globally as the ωi are, by definition, nontrivial in cohomology.
This can be remedied by introducing sections ζi of the line bundles OCY(Di), such that
ζi = 0 identifies the location of Di. It can then be shown that the combination

πκi − Re log ζi (A.3)

is globally well-defined.
With this, one can derive that

1
2

∫
Di
e−4A0J0 ∧ J0 = 1

2πl4s

∫
CY

(
πκi − Re log ζi

)
Q6 . (A.4)

Here Q6 denotes the D3 charge distribution, which by itself would of course integrate to
zero on the compact space. One may isolate from it the mobile D3-brane contribution by
writing

Q6 = l4s
∑

I ∈{D3s}
δ

(6)
I +Qbg

6 , (A.5)

where I labels the mobile D3-branes. The background D3 charge distribution Qbg
6 includes

the contributions from bulk fluxes and O3-planes:

Qbg
6 ≡ F3 ∧H3 − l4s

∑
J ∈{O3s}

1
4δ

(6)
J . (A.6)

We could include here the D3 charge of curved D7/O7s but will not do so for notational
simplicity. Inserting Q6 in (A.4) and introducing the functions

hi ≡ 1
2πl4s

∫
CY

(
πκi − Re log ζi

)
Qbg

6 (A.7)

then leads to the final expression

ReT i = aV i(v) + hi(v) + 1
2

∑
I ∈{D3s}

κi(ZI , ZI ; v) . (A.8)
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The last term arises since the δ-function part of (A.5) evaluates κi(z, z; v) at the positions
ZI , ZI of the mobile D3-branes. The Re log ζi(ZI) + Re log ζi(ZI) term coming from the
mobile D3-branes is of the form f i(Z) + f

i(Z) and is absorbed in the definition of these
functions in (A.1), hence this term does not appear in (A.8). The hi then encode the data
about the geometry, bulk fluxes, and all localized objects except mobile D3-branes.

One should view (A.8) as a system of h1,1 equations defining a and vi in terms of
ReT i, ZI , and ZI . In [47], the expression for a in terms of ReT i, ZI , and ZI is explicitly
worked out in several examples. For us, the importance of the result (A.8) is that it may,
in principle, be used to study the parametric dependence of the warping correction to K
on the T i. One would need to understand in more detail how the last two terms on the
r.h.s. of (A.8), which are of degree zero in the Kahler moduli, depend on ratios ReT i/ReT j .
This may then be used to disentangle which part of the winding correction comes from
warping and which from genuine loop effects. Moreover, a non-trivial check of the BHP
conjecture about the form of the winding correction may become possible. We leave these
open problems for future work.
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